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HonoRAble 
Mentions
in 2011, many town citizens 
volunteered their time, talents, and 
efforts to serve on various elected and 
appointed boards, commissions, and 
committees. We would like to take this 
opportunity to thank and recognize the 
following individuals for the important 
contributions they made to the 
community.
town coUncil
douglas Clark       
michael sievert
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sam Flanders
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matthew savage
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     Appt 
official/board Address phone term expires Auth.
electeD oFFiciAls
DURHAM town coUncil
diana Carroll, Chair -------------------------------- 54 Canney rd. --------------------- 868-2935 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
Jay b. Gooze, Chair Pro tem --------------------- 9 meadow rd. ---------------------- 868-2497 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
William Cote ----------------------------------------- 21 littlehale rd. ------------------- 868-7599 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
James lawson --------------------------------------- 24 deer meadow rd. ------------ 868-1540 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
Katherine marple ---------------------------------- 82 madbury rd. ------------------- 868-7013 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
robin mower ---------------------------------------- 11 Faculty rd. ---------------------- 868-2716 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
neil niman------------------------------------------- 10 Cold spring rd. ---------------- 862-3336 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
Julian smith ------------------------------------------- 246 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 659-2098 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
Peter stanhope -------------------------------------- 37 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-3710 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
DURHAM pUblic libRARy boARD oF tRUstees
douglas bencks, Chair ---------------------------- 7 york dr. ----------------------------- 868-6559 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
robin balducci -------------------------------------- 40 Colony Cove rd. --------------- 868-3189 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
sibylle Carlson --------------------------------------- 26 Colony Cove rd. --------------- 868-5365 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
meridith davidson --------------------------------- 2 sumac ln. ------------------------- 868-5078 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
david moore ----------------------------------------- 4 stevens Way --------------------- 868-6390 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
Jenna roberts --------------------------------------- 15 Cowell dr. ----------------------- 868-7402 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
Ann Windsor ----------------------------------------- 16 riverview rd. ------------------- 868-2004 ---------------1 yr --------------3/14 --------------Council
A. Windsor was appointed by town Council until the 3/13/2012 town election
lisa pfeiffer, Alt.   ------------------------------------ 9 ross rd. --------------------------- 292-6695 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Carolyn singer, Alt. ---------------------------------- 5 Woodridge rd. ------------------- 868-3859 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 --------------Council
emily smith, Alt. ------------------------------------- 17 orchard dr. --------------------- 868-5013 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 --------------Council
MoDeRAtoR
Christopher t. regan ------------------------------- 16 littlehale rd. ------------------- 868-2293 ---------------2 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
elisabeth vail maurice, Asst. --------------------- 36 Woodman Ave. ----------------- 868-7447 ---------------2 yrs -------------3/12 --------- moderator
shirley thompson, deputy ----------------------- 48 bagdad rd. --------------------- 868-5138 ---------------2 yrs -------------3/12 --------- moderator
ContinUed on next pAge
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sUpeRvisoRs oF tHe cHecklist
Ann shump, Chair ---------------------------------- 10 Fogg dr. -------------------------- 868-1342 ---------------6 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
roni Pekins ------------------------------------------- 10 beard’s landing --------------- 868-2041 ---------------6 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
Judith Aiken ------------------------------------------- 104 madbury rd. ----------------- 397-5135 ---------------6 yrs -------------3/16 --------------elected
town cleRk/tAX collectoR
lorrie pitt --------------------------------------------- 15 newmarket rd. --------------- 868-5577 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
town tReAsUReR
Karl van Assselt ------------------------------------- 17 Fairchild dr. --------------------- 868-6353 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
Catherine leach, deputy ------------------------- 14 Fairchild dr. --------------------- 868-5992 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 ----------- treasurer
tRUstees oF tHe tRUst FUnDs AnD ceMeteRies
bruce bragdon, Chair  ----------------------------- 7 Colony Cove rd. ----------------- 868-5435 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected
George Frick ----------------------------------------- 13 edgewood rd.------------------ 868-2750 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
Craig seymour --------------------------------------- 110 durham Pt. rd. -------------- 868-2441 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
boARDs, coMMissions AnD coMMittees
ceMeteRy coMMittee 
Craig seymour, Chair ------------------------------ 110 durham Pt. rd. -------------- 868-2441 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/13 --------------elected
bruce bragdon  ------------------------------------- 7 Colony Cove rd. ----------------- 868-5435 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/14 --------------elected 
George Frick ----------------------------------------- 13 edgewood rd.------------------ 868-2750 ---------------3 yrs -------------3/12 --------------elected
William Cote, Cncl rep --------------------------- 21 littlehale rd. ------------------- 868-7599 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
neil niman, Cncl rep   -------------------------- 10 Cold spring rd. ---------------- 862-3336 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
Peter stanhope, Cncl rep ------------------------ 37 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-3710 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------elected
conseRvAtion coMMission
John Parry, Chair ------------------------------------ 5 denbow rd. ---------------------- 868-3352 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
malin ely Clyde ------------------------------------- 51 mill road ------------------------ 868-6936 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
larry harris ------------------------------------------ 56 oyster river rd. --------------- 868-5182 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
James houle ----------------------------------------- 95 mill rd. --------------------------- 868-1408 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
derek sowers ---------------------------------------- 32 oyster river rd. --------------- 397-5999 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
Ann Welsh -------------------------------------------- 3 Fairchild dr. ----------------------- 868-2996 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Peter smith, Alt. -------------------------------------- Po box 136 ------------------------ 868-7500 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
robin mower, Cncl rep --------------------------- 11 Faculty rd. ---------------------- 868-2716 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
Julian smith, Pb rep ------------------------------- 246 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 659-2098 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 ---------Plan board
econoMic DevelopMent coMMittee (eDc)
thomas elliott, Chair ------------------------------ 24 edgewood rd.------------------ 995-1666 ---------------2 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
douglas Clark --------------------------------------- 56 sandy brook dr. --------------- 868-7046 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
ute luxem ------------------------------------------- 23 ross rd. ------------------------- 659-3143 ---------------2 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Ken Chadwick, Alt. ---------------------------------- 49 edgewood rd.------------------ 397-5200 ---------------2 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
yusi wang turell, Alt. ------------------------------- 5 stevens Way --------------------- 397-5608 ---------------2 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
James lawson, Cncl rep ------------------------- 24 deer meadow rd. ------------ 868-1540 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
susan Fuller, Pb rep ------------------------------- 68 bennett rd. --------------------- 659-7871 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 ---------Plan board
Jim Campbell, Planner ----------------------------- 15 newmarket rd. --------------- 868-8064 ---------------n/A  -------------n/A ------------------- n/A
     Appt 
official/board Address phone term expires Auth.
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     Appt 
official/board Address phone term expires Auth.
HistoRic DistRict coMMission/HeRitAge coMMission
leslie schwartz, Chair ----------------------------- Po box 799 ------------------------ 868-3210 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
henry smith, v. Chair ------------------------------ 93 Packers Falls rd. -------------- 659-8396 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Andrea bodo, secretary -------------------------- 20 newmarket rd. --------------- 868-7152 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
meridith davidson --------------------------------- 2 sumac ln. ------------------------- 868-5078 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
erich ingelfinger ------------------------------------- 35 bagdad rd. --------------------- 868-3980 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Peter stanhope, Cncl rep ------------------------ 37 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-3710 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
richard ozenich, Pb rep ------------------------ 15 Fitts Farm dr.      ------------- 868-6091   -------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 -------- Plan. board
pARks AnD RecReAtion coMMittee
diane moore, Chair -------------------------------- 4 ellison ln. ------------------------- 659-5823 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
sara Wilson, v. Chair ------------------------------- 9 Cold spring rd. ------------------ 659-3016 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Jenna roberts, secretary ------------------------- 15 Cowell dr. ----------------------- 868-7402 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
david leach ----------------------------------------- 14 Fairchild dr. --------------------- 868-5992 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
michael mengers ----------------------------------- 17A main st. ------------------------ 969-8973 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
michael sievert -------------------------------------- 28 riverview rd. ------------------- 868-3383 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
nathan trauntvein --------------------------------- 15 Griffiths dr.---------------------- 292-6187 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
neil niman, Cncl rep. ---------------------------- 10 Cold spring rd. ---------------- 862-3336, ---------------1 yr  -------------3/12 --------------Council 
plAnning boARD
lorne Parnell, Chair -------------------------------- 2 deer meadow rd. -------------- 868-1240 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Peter Wolfe, v. Chair -------------------------------- 6 riverview rd. --------------------- 397-5132 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Andrew Corrow, secretary ----------------------- 139 durham Pt. rd. -------------- 397-5313 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
richard Kelley --------------------------------------- 47 stagecoach rd. ---------------- 659-2207 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
William mcGowan --------------------------------- 135 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 659-8210 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
richard ozenich ------------------------------------ 15 Fitts Farm dr.      ------------- 868-6091 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Wayne lewis, Alt.  ---------------------------------- 11 edendale ln. ------------------- 659-5697 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
Jay b. Gooze, Cncl rep---------------------------- 9 meadow rd. ---------------------- 868-2497 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
Julian smith, Alt. Cncl rep ------------------------ 246 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 659-2098 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
RentAl HoUsing coMMission
Katherine marple, Chair -------------------------- 82 madbury rd. ------------------- 868-7013 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
& Council rep. 
Paul berton ------------------------------------------- 482 broad st, Portsmouth ------ 431-0068 ---------------n/A --------------n/A -------------------dlA
Pamela Weeks -------------------------------------- 12 Woodman rd., Po box 123 - 397-5863 ---------------n/A --------------n/A -------------------dlA 
Ann lawing------------------------------------------- thompson hall, unh ------------ 862-2498 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ----------------- Unh
brett Gagnon ---------------------------------------- mub, room 122 ------------------ 862-2163 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ----------------- Unh
AJ Coukos, student senate ---------------------- unknown ------------------------------------------------------------n/A --------------n/A --------dlA/Council
Karen mullaney, neighborhood rep ---------- 8 davis Ave. ------------------------- 868-5811 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
vACAnt, neighborhood rep. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Jessica Fruchtman, tenant rep. ----------------- unknown ------------------------------------------------------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Zoning boARD oF ADjUstMent
robbi Woodburn, Chair --------------------------- 6 Cormorant Cir. ------------------- 868-3618 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
ruth davis, vice Chair ----------------------------- 2 maple st. -------------------------- 868-9827 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
sean starkey, secretary --------------------------- 80 madbury rd. ------------------- 868-1556 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Jerry Gottsacker ------------------------------------- 107 madbury rd. ----------------- 868-6866 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
ContinUed on next pAge
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Carden Welsh --------------------------------------- 3 Fairchild dr. ----------------------- 868-2996 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Kathy bubar, Alt.  ----------------------------------- 42 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-2955 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
edmund harvey, Alt. ------------------------------- 196 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 292-5917 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
town woRking coMMittees
DURHAM AgRicUltURAl coMMission
theresa Walker, Chair ----------------------------- 62 bennett rd. --------------------- 659-7226 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
raymond laroche Jr., v Chair ------------------ 41 bennett rd. --------------------- 292-5563 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
James bubar, secretary --------------------------- 4 old Piscataqua rd. ------------- 397-0670 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
vincent dell’ova, treasurer ----------------------- 22 Fitts Farm dr. ------------------ 397-5121 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
John Carroll ------------------------------------------- 54 Canney rd. --------------------- 868-2935 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
bonnie mcdermott -------------------------------- 80 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-7822 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
david Potter------------------------------------------ 281 mast rd. ext. ----------------- 868-1404 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Karen bishop, Alt. ----------------------------------- 135 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 659-8210 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Karleen dell’ova, Alt. ------------------------------- 22 Fitts Farm dr. ------------------ 397-5121 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
ellen Karelitz, Alt. ----------------------------------- 113 madbury rd. ----------------- 868-6070 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
Albert laroche, Alt. -------------------------------- 9 Wiswall rd. ----------------------- 659-3422 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
susan macdonald, Alt. ---------------------------- Po box 844 ------------------------ 868-6475 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
DURHAM cAble Access television (DcAt) goveRnAnce coMMittee
dianne thompson, Chair ------------------------- 11 marden Way ------------------- 397-5858 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
earl neal --------------------------------------------- 11 riverview rd. ------------------- 868-3226 ---------------2 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
todd Ziemek ---------------------------------------- 41 emerson rd. -------------------- 275-2267 ---------------2 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
vACAnt ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
vACAnt ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 yrs -------------4/13 --------------Council
Kathleen young, orCsd rep. orhs,  -------- 36 Coe dr. --------------------------- 868-5100 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 --------------Council
erika mantz, unh rep -------------------------- schofield house, unh ----------- 862-1567 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 --------------Council
Peter stanhope, Cncl rep ------------------------ 37 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-3710 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
DURHAM eneRgy coMMittee
Kevin Gardner , Chair ----------------------------- 1 stevens Way --------------------- 868-1238 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Peter ejarque ---------------------------------------- 30 long Pond rd. ----------------- 312-6735 ---------------n/A --------------  n/A --------------Council
Charles Forcey --------------------------------------- 12 thompson ln. ------------------ 868-3038 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
brian Goetz ------------------------------------------ 4 hamel dr. ------------------------- 235-9885 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
dork sahagian -------------------------------------- 4 briarwood ln. -------------------- 868-1222 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
david sietz ------------------------------------------- 37 mill Pond rd. ------------------- 868-1730 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Christopher skoglund ------------------------------ 283 Packers Falls rd. ------------ 918-8353 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
steve Weglarz, Jr. ------------------------------------ 19 Cedar Point rd. ---------------- 502-1914 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Peter Wolfe, Pb rep ------------------------------- 6 riverview rd. --------------------- 397-5132 ---------------1 yr -------------- 4/12 --------------Council
robin mower, Cncl rep --------------------------- 56 11 Faculty rd. ----------------- 868-2716 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
integRAteD wAste MAnAgeMent ADvisoRy coMMittee
Peter ejarque, Chair ------------------------------- 30 long Pond rd. ----------------- 312-6735 ---------------n/A --------------  n/A --------------Council
ellen Karelitz ---------------------------------------- 113 madbury rd. ----------------- 868-6070 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
nell neal --------------------------------------------- 11 riverview rd. ------------------- 868-3226 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Paul smith -------------------------------------------- 73 newmarket rd. --------------- 833-1249 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
     Appt 
official/board Address phone term expires Auth.
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     Appt 
official/board Address phone term expires Auth.
michael everngam --------------------------------- 49 emerson rd. -------------------- 868-5765 ---------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
vACAnt ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
vACAnt, Alt.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------n/A --------------n/A ---------------Council
Katherine marple, Cncl rep -------------------- 82 madbury rd. ------------------- 868-7013 ---------------1 yr --------------3/12 --------------Council
lAMpRey RiveR MAnAgeMent ADvisoRy coMMittee
William hall ----------------------------------------- smith Park ln. ---------------------- 868-7400 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 -----------------state
James hewitt ---------------------------------------- 4 Fairchild dr. ----------------------- 868-3516 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 -----------------state
richard Kelley --------------------------------------- 47 stagecoach rd. ---------------- 659-2207 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 -----------------state
richard lord ----------------------------------------- 85 bennett rd. --------------------- 659-2721 ---------------3 yrs -------------4/13 -----------------state
oysteR RiveR MAnAgeMent ADvisoRy coMMittee
Julianne boucher, unh --------------------------- ritzman lab ------------------------ 862-1390 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 -----------------state
richard horan --------------------------------------- 14 riverview rd. ------------------- 868-2489 ---------------3 yrs ------------- ?/14 ------------------state
Jim hornbeck ---------------------------------------- 19 Woodridge rd. ----------------- 868-5419 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 -----------------state
Peter stanhope, Councilor ------------------------ 37 dover rd. ------------------------ 868-3710 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/14 -----------------state
peAse AiRpoRt noise coMpAtibility stUDy coMMittee
Craig seymour --------------------------------------- 110 durham Pt. rd. -------------- 868-2441 ---------------3 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
stRAFFoRD RegionAl plAnning coMMission & Mpo policy coMMittee
brandon Anderson --------------------------------- unpublished                 unpublished --------------------4 yrs ------------- 4/15 --------------Council
Wayne burton --------------------------------------- 106 madbury rd. ----------------- 868-5037 ---------------4 yrs ------------- 4/12 --------------Council
vACAnt ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 yrs ------------- 4/14 --------------Council
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Paul marcoux began his service to the 
town as a firefighter on may 13, 1989 
and retired April 30, 2011 after twenty-
two years of dedicated service.  Paul 
was always one to get the job done, no 
matter the size or time involved. he was 
always there when needed and always 
helped when asked.
While employed in durham, Paul took 
two separate tours of duty with the 
new hampshire national Guard; once 
in 2003 and then in 2005 where he 
defended our country in the middle 
east during very difficult times. We 
are proud of Paul for his dedication to 
both the united states and the job he 
accomplished while serving the town of 
durham. Paul was promoted to Captain 
in 2009 where he was assigned 
Captain of the department’s “d shift”.  
Paul now resides in brentwood with 
his wife Anne and their three young 
children. We wish Paul and his family all 
the best in their future endeavors   n.
sean kelly retired from the durham 
Police department in June of 2011 after 
twenty years of dedicated service to 
the durham community.  he was hired 
by the town on october 30, 1989 as 
a Patrol officer where he later rose to 
the rank of Patrol sergeant.  during this 
period he was assigned to focus upon 
revamping the department’s policy and 
procedure manual, and he lead the 
department through the first successful 
review for national accreditation in 1999.
sean rose to the rank of Captain where 
he oversaw a variety of tasks, most 
notably the recruitment and hiring 
process for patrol officers.  he is a 
devoted husband to his wife barbara, 
and father to their children, son Cullen 
and daughter margaret.  
sean never aimed for success, he 
just did what he loved and believed 
in, and ultimately left the durham 
Police department a better place for 
it.  everyone at the durham Police 
department wishes Captain Kelly 
happiness in his retirement as he has 
truly earned it.  n
thomas “tom” stano began his 
service to the town as a firefighter 
on February 8, 1994 and retired on 
January 31 2011 after 17 years of 
dedicated service.  tom worked for 
five years as a firefighter before being 
promoted to training and safety Captain 
in 1999.  tom then provided the Fire 
department with six years of excellent 
trainings, guides, and information that 
are still used today.  in late 2005 tom 
became captain of “A shift”.  
since retiring, tom and his wife marylou 
have been sailing full-time this past year 
and will continue to do so for many 
years to come. We wish tom all the best 
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FoR coUnciloR (three, 3-year terms)
Julian smith --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------641
James lawson ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------668
Katherine A. marple --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------690
doug Clark ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 (write-in)
bill hall --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 (write-in)
Karl van Asselt ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 (write-in)
scattered ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7 (write-in)
pUblic libRARy tRUstee (two, 3-yr terms)
richard belshaw -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------306
Arthur P. young ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------384
meridith davidson ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------565
Kelly Pilgrim --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 (write-in)
scattered ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 (write-in)
town cleRk-tAX collectoR (one, 3-yr term)
lorrie l. pitt -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------881
George spencer ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 (write-in)
town tReAsUReR (one, 3-yr term)
Karl van Asselt ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------767
bill hall --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 (write-in)
scattered ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 (write-in)
tRUstees oF tHe tRUst FUnD (one, 3-yr term) 
bruce bragdon ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------827
Peter stanhope ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 (write-in)
Total regular ballots: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 982
total absentee ballots: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 25
total ballots cast: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1007
eleCtion tuesdAy, mArCh 13, 2012
wARRAnt
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to the inhabitants of the town of durham, the County of strafford, new hampshire.
you are hereby notified to meet at the oyster river high school, located on Coe drive in said durham,  
new hampshire, on tuesday, the thirteenth day of march 2012 (the polls will be open between  
the hours of 7:00 Am and 7:00 Pm) to act upon the following subjects:
ARticle 1:
to bring in your votes for three (3) Councilors (3-year terms); two (2) durham Public library board of trustees (3-year terms);  
one (1) durham Public library board of trustee (2-year term); one (1) moderator (2-year term);  
one (1) supervisor of the Checklist (6-year term); one (1) trustee of the trust Funds (3-year term).
ARticle 2:
Are you in favor of authorizing the issuance of up to $2,600,000 in bonds or notes, issued in  
accordance with the provisions of the municipal Finance Act (rsA 33), in order to fund a portion  
of the cost of constructing and equipping a new library?
Given under our hands and seal this 9th day of January in the year of our lord two thousand twelve.
councilors of durham:
diana Carroll, Chair (absent)
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bUsiness oFFice
gAil e. jAblonski,  
bUsiness MAnAgeR
the business office provides accounting, 
purchasing, payroll, assessing, computer 
support services, accounts receivable billing 
and collection and cash management 
services for the town, as well as support 
services to all town departments by 
working interactively with department 
heads and their staff. We strive to 
provide timely and reliable information by 
which department managers, the town 
Administrator and ultimately the town 
Council can make informed decisions in 
the best interest of the town.
Additionally, we provide support to the 
town Administrator in preparation of the 
annual operating budget and the ten-year 
capital improvement plan. the business 
manager is also designated as the Welfare 
officer for the town.
the difficult economic times continued 
into 2011 with the town experiencing 
continuing revenue shortfalls in the areas 
of motor vehicle permits and interest 
earnings. these decreases in revenue, 
in combination with the granting of 
numerous abatements totaling $300,000 
and the state of nh 2011/2012 budget 
downshifting the portion of nh retirement 
contributions previously made by the state 
to the municipalities beginning in July of 
2011 led to an unexpected increase in 
the municipal tax rate. Although originally 
the approved 2011 budget projected a 
1.62% increase in the town portion, the 
actual increase was 6.35%. Fortunately 
the oyster river school district again 
returned a surplus which led to a total tax 
rate increase of 3.37%.
through the Joint loss management 
Committee the town has offered monthly 
lunch and learn programs. these programs 
are open to all employees and the items 
presented included time management, 
managing stress, winter and summer 
safety and nutrition. in addition, a “Get 
movinG” Campaign was developed. 
this is a 6 week program which commits 
employees to do some form of physical 
exercise for at least 30 minutes, 5 
days a week. We had 25 individuals 
participating which is almost 30% of our 
ContinUed on next pAge
Business Office (l-r): Gail Jablonski, Business Manager; Lisa Beaudoin, Administrative Assistant; Barbara Ross, 
Staff Accountant; Luke Vincent, Manager of Information Technology.
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employees. We offered weekly drawings 
for participation, as well as a grand prize 
drawing at the completion. this program 
was funded through a grant received from 
the new hampshire local Government 
Center. these programs are an ongoing 
effort to insure our employees are trained 
in health and safety practices and to 
maintain a healthy work environment and 
personal lifestyle for all employees.
 
goAls FoR 2012:
n Continue to negotiate contracts 
with two of the town’s bargaining units.
n bid out Annual Audit services for all 
town financial transactions.
n review alternative health and 
dental insurance plans available in an 
effort to reduce costs.
n obtain bonding for capital 
improvements project and equipment 
as approved by town Council.
n review and update job descriptions 






rewiring of the durham Police station
2011 brought significant improvement 
to the operating environment at the 
durham police station. in addition 
to structural changes in the building, 
the police network’s capacity was 
increased through replacement of a 
nine year old switch and installation 
of new, high grade wiring. this affords 
the department the ability to operate 
network nodes natively at 1 Gbps with 
the possibility of redundant operation 
for key equipment. the network’s 
capacity increase dramatically reduces 
the time employees spend waiting 
for large documents to load, profiles 
to synchronize, and files to transfer. 
Whereas before an officer or staff 
member could be forced to wait as 
long as 10 minutes after login to be 
presented with his or her desktop, the 
process now generally happens within 
30 seconds.
in addition to new wiring, 90%+ 
of the computers purchased six or 
more years ago have been replaced 
with multi-core i5 intel based small 
form factor desktops. the installed 
computers provide a solid platform 
for the deployment of Windows 7 
Professional x64 and office 2010 
x64 throughout the police station. A 
deployment that occurred alongside 
the many upgrades at the station in 
the past year.
lastly, the aging ibm eserver was 
virtualized and migrated onto new 
hardware in the form of an ibm 
system x3650 m3 server. the existing 
server had been functioning as the sole 
provider of file sharing and microsoft 
domain services for the building. 
Acute storage issues that had been 
plaguing the old system before the 
migration have vanished. this change 
has undoubtedly saved many hours of 
troubleshooting and diagnostic time. 
rFP process completed for website 
migration:  Working with a returning 
intern the department was able to 
complete and issue a request for 
Proposals (rFP) document for the 
migration of the town’s existing website 
to a content management system 
(Cms). of the 14 proposals received 
several outstanding approaches to 
the project were presented. in the 
end, an internal selection team chose 
Aha! Consulting, with offices in new 
hampshire and oregon, to implement 
a heavily customized version of the 
drupal Cms for the town. A key aspect 
in picking Aha! was a demonstrated 
focus on shaping their system to the 
flow of information through a local 
municipality. by understanding how 
things such as meetings, hearings, 
and committees operate, Aha! has 
created a system that effectively cross-
pollenates relevant information across 
the entire municipal website. most, if 
not all, content can be managed by 
the individual or group responsible for 
its creation. Additionally, the platform 
provides a novel approach to crafting 
content by virtually eliminating the 
need to have a system “back-end” 
even for seemingly complex tasks.
unfortunately, due to an unanticipated 
cost shifting from the state of new 
hampshire to durham, the website 
migration project was selected to not 
be funded in budget year 2011. the 
project, however, remains fully funded 
in the  2012 budget.  it is anticipated 
that work will begin on the project as 
soon as this funding is made available. 
goAls FoR 2012:
Exploring hosted phone systems: 
the phone system in use by the town, 
introduced to the market in 1992, 
has served town staff well over the 
last 13 years.  however, the all-digital 
system lacks many new features 
and options that could lower service 
costs, provided better coverage, and 
simplify system management.  the cost 
of an equivalent newer system has 
decreased as competition has brought 
equipment prices down, however 
the purchase remains prohibitively 
expensive to fund through the 
operating budget.
Another more interesting approach 
would be to move into a managed 
PbX scenario.  managed PbX services 
wrap the total cost of providing phone 
service into a flat reoccurring monthly 
charge instead of putting the burden of 
acquiring needed phone technology on 
the customer. this arrangement would 
challenge the notion of bonding the 
purchase of a complete phone system 
by instead making minimal upfront 
capital investments, (i.e., Poe switches, 
new data wiring, etc.). An increase 
in monthly rates permits the service 
provider to build a complete end-to-
end system. While the town would own 
minimal infrastructure, there would be 
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greater flexibility in deployment allowing 
provided phones to function wherever 
the provider has facilities.
expand technical support capacity 
with supplemental contracted service
one request often echoed through the 
halls of police and fire departments is 
“hey, where is luke, i have a computer 
issue”.  inevitably, this reverberation 
2011 oRDinAnces
2011-01
Amending Chapter 38 “building Construction”, sections 38-1 and 38-5 of the durham town Code to codify the town’s support for 
energy efficiency building standards by establishing as a building construction efficiency standard the current international energy 
Council Code for Climate Zone 6
passed -------------------------------------01/24/11
2011-02
Amending Chapter 132 “tax exemptions and Credits” of the durham town Code by adding a new section: section 132-8 “Central 
Wood-Fired heating systems”
no action taken - Failed ---------------01/24/11
2011-03
Amending Chapter 153 “vehicles and traffic”, Article iv “metered Parking” of the durham town Code by creating a new section, 
section 153-29 d “Pettee brook lane (southerly side)” and initiating several wording changes therein
passed -------------------------------------05/16/11
2011-04
Amending Chapter 118 “solid Waste”, sections 118-11 “offensive matter” and 118-18 “Penalty” of the durham town Code 
passed -------------------------------------08/15/11
2011-05
A Council-initiated ordinance amending Chapter 175 “Zoning”, Article Xii “Zone requirements”, section 175-53 “table of uses iii 
residential uses” of the durham town Code to allow single-family residences in the Professional office district as a permitted use
passed -------------------------------------10/03/11
2011-06
Amending Chapter 175 “Zoning”, Article XiX “Conservation subdivisions” of the durham town Code by adding a new section, section 
175-107-ii titled “Workforce housing option”
passed -------------------------------------10/03/11
2011-07
Amending Chapter 153 “vehicles and traffic”, section 153-49 “schedule Xvii: Parking Prohibited Certain hours” and section 153-46 
“schedule Xiv: Parking Prohibited at all times” of the durham town Code by prohibiting parking at anytime on a section of Woodman 
road
passed -------------------------------------10/17/11  n
happens outside of normal business 
hours and often it is never answered 
or directed toward a resource that 
can provide any form of technical 
assistance. this causes delays and 
frustration among staff that rely 
on computing technology for major 
aspects of their work. this year’s 
operating budget makes allowances 
for a contracted service provider to 
add after-hours support capacity to 
durham’s it department.  in addition, 
the vendor will function as an expert 
resource for critical projects that need 
multiple people and specialties to 
complete on time and within budget.  
our most critical project, disaster 
recovery planning, will be given 
high priority. ticketing and resource 
tracking will also be addressed to 
ensure efficient use of any contracted 
supplemental service.  n
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2011 ResolUtions  
2011-01
Authorizing the acceptance of private donations and unanticipated revenues totaling $300.00 and authorizing the acceptance of 
grant funds totaling $3,023.12 received by the town of durham between January 1, 2010 and december 31, 2010
passed -------------------------------------02/07/11
2011-02
establishing a town-wide policy allowing alternate members of all town land use boards to participate in meetings as nonvoting 
members pursuant to rsA 676:1
passed -------------------------------------02/07/11
2011-03
Waiving the standardized purchasing process in accordance with section 7 of the town of durham Purchasing Policy and upon 
recommendation of the town Administrator authorizing the designation of Philips mrX Als monitors, Aeds, and related equipment as 
standard purchase items; authorizing the designation of Philips healthcare of Andover, mA as the sole source vendor for the purchase 
of these items; and rescinding resolution #2001-09 authorizing the designation of medtronic Physio-Control lifepak defibrillators as a 
town standard purchase item
passed -------------------------------------02/07/11
2011-04
endorsing the list of smith Chapel on the national Park service’s national register of historic Places list
passed -------------------------------------02/21/11
2011-05
Approving the employment agreement dated February 21, 2011 between the town of durham and town Administrator todd i. selig for a 
period of three years extending from January 1, 2011 to december 31, 2013, establishing the base annual salary for Administrator  selig 
during the term of the agreement of $110,000.00, and authorizing the Council Chair to sign said agreement on behalf of the town Council
passed -------------------------------------02/21/11
2011-06




recognizing outgoing elected officials for their dedicated services to the town of durham
passed -------------------------------------03/07/11
2011-08
establishing regular town Council meeting dates for April 2011 through march 2012
passed -------------------------------------03/21/11
2011-09
expressing the town of durham’s desire to participate in regionalization exploration efforts with communities throughout strafford 
County in order to explore and potentially realize cost savings opportunities for the durham community
passed -------------------------------------03/21/11
2011-10
Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of $52,454 in unanticipated revenues from Public service Company of new hampshire 
for installing energy efficient aeration blower equipment at the durham Wastewater treatment Plant
passed -------------------------------------03/21/11
2011-11
implementing enhanced guidelines for use by the Council in weighing applications under new hampshire revised statute (rsA) 79-e 
“Community revitalization tax relief incentive” enabling municipalities to provide for short-term property assessment tax relief
passed -------------------------------------06/06/11
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2011-12




Authorizing the acceptance of grant funds from the new hampshire department of safety and authorizing the acceptance and 
expenditure of unanticipated grant funds to be used for dWi patrols, speed enforcement patrols, and to install mobile data terminals 
in each marked police vehicle
passed -------------------------------------07/25/11
2011-14
establishing a “durham Agricultural Commission”
passed -------------------------------------07/11/11
2011-15
Adopting the provisions of new hampshire revised statute (rsA) 179:31 Xi-a allowing a City or town to prohibit exterior signs or 
signs in view of any public way promoting the sale of liquor or beverages at reduced prices by an on-premises licensee
passed -------------------------------------07/25/11
2011-16
Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of $6,681.00 in unanticipated revenue in the form of a grant from the new hampshire 
division of historical resources Conservation license Plate Grant Program to assist in funding the cost of the process to list the smith 
Chapel on the national Parks service’s national register of historic Places
passed -------------------------------------07/25/11
2011-17
Amending resolution #2007-14 relative to membership on the durham energy Committee by replacing the Public Works department 
representative position with a community member and increasing the total number of positions to be as many as nine (9) members
passed -------------------------------------09/12/11
2011-18
Amending resolution #2011-22 by decreasing the percentage of land use Change tax (luCt) deposited in the Conservation Fund 
from one hundred percent (100%) to zero percent (0%) until April 1, 2015
Failed --------------------------------------09/26/11
2011-19
requesting that durham’s legislative delegation introduce and support legislation that would allow municipalities to adopt, by 
ordinance, licensing and inspection requirements for non-owner-occupied rental dwelling units
passed -------------------------------------10/17/11
2011-20
Authorizing the issuance of two million and fifty thousand dollars ($2,050,000) in a tax Anticipation note line of Credit
passed -------------------------------------11/07/11
2011-21
requesting support from the Congressional delegation and the Governor of new hampshire for the continuation of durham as a stop 
on the Amtrak downeaster route
passed -------------------------------------11/07/11
2011-22
Authorizing the acceptance and expenditure of $10,000.00 in unanticipated revenue in the form of a grant from the new hampshire 
division of historical resources to assist in funding the cost of ongoing repairs to the smith Chapel
passed -------------------------------------11/21/11
2011-23
town Council approval of the Fy 2012 General operating budgets, the Capital Fund budget and the 2012-2021 Capital 
improvement Plan, as amended
passed -------------------------------------12/12/11  n
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town 
ADMinistRAtoR
toDD i. selig, ADMinistRAtoR
the town of durham continues to be 
economically and prudently operated.  We 
function as a purveyor of public services, 
and staff is working hard to implement 
business practices to control costs and 
maintain the municipality’s fiscal position 
during uncertain economic times.   
Faced with an escalating full (town, local 
school, state school, and county) tax rate 
in recent years, a number of strategies 
have been or are in process of being 
implemented:  
n economic development and smart 
growth activities intended to broaden 
the tax base to mitigate anticipated 
future cost increases across the 
municipal operation; 
n Working with unh to find win/win 
partnership opportunities intended to 
broaden the tax base, better link the 
campus to the broader community, 
make unh/durham more desirable 
for residents/students alike, and obtain 
fair compensation from unh for its 
fiscal impact upon the host community; 
n Controlling escalating health care 
benefit costs; 
n Proactively addressing increasing 
utility costs and working creatively to 
offset them now and in the future 
through wholesale power purchase and 
investment in green technology; 
n rethinking the organizational 
structure of departments and the 
manner in which services are delivered 
utilizing Kaizen techniques in an effort 
to enhance organizational efficiencies 
and mitigate cost centers over the 
long-term; 
n maintaining a strong balance 
sheet and favorable bond rating 
status by working to stabilize and in 
the long-term increase undesignated 
fund balance within the General Fund 
and sewer Fund, maintaining a strong 
overlay account, realistic revenue/
expenditure projections (to the extent 
possible in this economic environment 
and due to state downshifting of 
costs), maintaining a contingency 
fund equal to approximately 1% of 
the total budget to cover unforeseen, 
unanticipated circumstances; 
n Working to control operational 
expenses as a continued short-term 
strategy to limit the impact of the u.s. 
macroeconomic situation on durham 
taxpayers. 
 over the last year, the town has worked 
to pursue long-term economic and 
environmental sustainability, which are 
inextricably linked.  Without economic 
sustainability, the town will not have the 
financial resources available over the 
long-term to stabilize the tax rate, pursue 
desired projects/infrastructure, preserve 
open space, etc.  Without a healthy 
natural environment, we will not sustain 
the durham in which citizens hope and 
desire to live.  the 2011 master Plan 
survey was very clear in highlighting that 
residents of the community seek balance. 
on August 1, 2011, the town Council 
held a discussion concerning the Fy 
2012 budget with the Administrator and 
provided guidance as part of the budget 
process culminating, after many weeks 
of discussion and careful review, with the 
Council approving the Fy 2012 budget 
and 2012-2021 Capital improvement 
Program by a 6-2 vote on 12/12/11.  the 
approved budget is anticipated to increase 
the municipal portion of the durham tax 
rate by .55% from $7.57 to $7.61. 
our ongoing Kaizen initiative has impacted 
the thought process of everyone on our 
department head team and the influence 
has begun to transcend this group such 
that efficiency discussions and out of the 
box thinking are regularly taking place.  
these processes are responsible in large 
part for our new credit card acceptance 
program at the town Clerk/tax Collector’s 
office, budget development process 
improvements, contracting out tax billing, 
discussions around energy purchases, 
overtime use, facility improvements, 
technology implementation, adding 
reflectivity to fire hydrants, problem solving 
around development projects, improving 
traffic patterns and parking opportunities 
in the downtown core, the 2011 dPW 
“voice of the Citizen survey,” and more.
A new Agricultural Commission was 
discussed and instituted by the town 
Town Administrator’s Office (l-r): Todd I. Selig, Town Administrator; Jennie Berry, Administrative Assistant
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Council in 2011 to support local farming 
and agricultural activities within the 
community.
i am pleased to report that the Grange 
project along main street, which was 
initiated in 2010, came to fruition in 2011 
when this fall the town sold the parcel to 
mr. Peter murphy who has now moved the 
historic structure forward to the curb line 
and is presently undertaking construction 
which will eventually allow for commercial 
space, workforce housing, student housing 
(that could be convertible in the future to 
adult housing), and an enhanced pathway 
into the mill Plaza area behind to support 
local businesses there.  the project had 
many challenges but through diligence and 
hard work we were able to collaboratively 
move it forward.  
significant energy continues to be 
dedicated to facilitating a new 
development project in downtown durham 
to include numerous potential elements 
such as the unh bookstore (in lieu of the 
present memorial union building location), 
a downtown technology park, high quality 
professional office space, small boutique 
hotel, performing arts center/black box 
theatre, etc. within the downtown core 
along main street.  A variety of land 
parcels would be involved with such 
a project including the active financial 
participation of the municipality to address 
traffic flow and parking.  As of december 
2011, a developer has been in discussions 
with landowners along main street for 
site acquisition.  the town’s Pettee brook 
Parking lot would likely need to be 
leveraged to facilitate such a project.
numerous redevelopment projects have 
either been approved by the Planning 
board, are in the Planning board process, 
or have actually been constructed. 
examples include:  the former houghton’s 
hardware site, the former don thompson 
real estate site, rosemary lane, an infill 
project by slania enterprises on Jenkins 
Court, the Perry bryant project on mast 
road, the Capstone project on technology 
drive, the 9-11 madbury road site, the 
Grange, etc.  Where projects had all but 
stopped in other parts of the state and 
nation, redevelopment in durham moved 
forward in 2011.  this continues to bode 
well for opportunities locally.
the Planning board/Planning office has 
been active in revisiting the long-term 
vision for durham through the update of 
the 2000 master Plan with emphasis in 
2011/2012 on integrating six chapters 
to include downtown and Community 
Core Chapter, Professional office Chapter, 
environmental and Cultural resources 
Chapter, tax stabilization Chapter, land 
development regulations Chapter, and 
energy Chapter.  
the Planning office successfully worked 
to conduct a series of model traffic runs 
illustrating the impact of two way traffic 
through the existing downtown core for 
review and consideration by the traffic 
safety Committee.
the town contracted with Planner beth 
della valle, one of the members of the 
b. dennis team, to further develop and 
move forward “quick fixes” to the durham 
Zoning ordinance which were included as 
part of the b. dennis Commercial Core 
strategic Plan for our commercial core.  
the first of three sets of “quick fixes” are 
presently before the Planning board and 
will likely move forward for Council action 
in early 2012.  
to leverage Council goals, design 
guidelines/standards have been 
incorporated into many of the “quick 
fixes” noted above and Planner roger 
hawk has been consulting with the 
Planning office and historic district/
heritage Commission to facilitate the 
development of such guidelines/standards.
Consistent with Council goals, the 
town also worked to develop and 
adopt affordable housing provisions for 
durham’s Zoning ordinance to ensure the 
community was in compliance with new 
state requirements.  the Planning office 
was able to secure grant funding to offset 
the cost of this initiative.  to effort was also 
intended to support the needs of residents 
and families with limited means desirous 
of residing in durham.
the Pettee brook lane traffic pattern 
revamped in 2010 was hardened up 
in 2011 with physical infrastructure to 
encourage increased pedestrian and 
bicycle activity and to reduce traffic speed.  
21 additional parking spaces were also 
created to support the downtown core.  
the madbury road traffic pattern 
between main street and Pettee brook 
lane was revamped in 2011, creating an 
additional 8 parking spaces, to address 
raceway conditions that were unfriendly to 
pedestrians/bicycles/school children.  this 
project is still in its pilot phase.
A comprehensive parking strategy for the 
downtown core was developed with the 
assistance of rick Chellman, the traffic 
engineer from the b. dennis team, which 
was rolled out in the first quarter of 2011.  
Automated meters were investigated and 
the first three were ordered in the fall 
2011 for placement along Pettee brook 
lane with a January 2012 deliverable/
installation date.  
durham put out a request for 
Qualifications for energy-related services 
and selected revolution energy to work 
with the town in identifying potential 
renewable energy installations/locations 
within or upon town facilities. six locations 
were ultimately selected by revolution 
energy in 2011 as appropriate candidates 
for such technology.  We plan to move 
forward in 2012 after appropriate 
due diligence with a finite number of 
renewable energy projects that can 
outwardly demonstrate to residents the 
community’s commitment to a more 
sustainable energy future in accord with 
Council goals.  
After much evaluation, durham secured 
the dimambro Parcel for the future site 
of the durham Public library during 
the summer of 2010.  An active capital 
campaign was kicked off in 2011 to raise 
in excess of $2.1 million of a $4.8 million 
new public library for the community.  the 
library trustees have to date exceeded 
their fundraising target which bodes well 
for the project and support for it within 
the community.  A bond referendum for up 
to $2.7 million will be on the march 2012 
election ballot.  
ContinUed on next pAge
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the Fire department held a mini-charette 
on december 16, 2010 to further refine 
the idea of a combined Fire station/
Parking structure on the unh C-lot.  it 
was ultimately determined in 2011 by 
the town that C-lot would in fact make a 
desirable stand-alone fire station location, 
however, unh will not commit to the site 
until after its present master Plan update 
process concludes in 2012.
discussion has continued with respect 
to integrating the town hall site with 
the irving station parcel next door along 
dover road triggering the need to either 
relocate the town offices or combine them 
with a new private development on the 
present site.  Possible uses for the town 
office lot include a pharmacy or some 
other commercial purpose either with or 
without a municipal presence.
Councilors, staff, and rental housing 
Commission members have worked 
in 2011 to maintain the integrity of 
durham neighborhoods through vigilant 
enforcement of zoning regulations, the 
exploration and thoughtful evaluation of 
potential new regulatory strategies (noise 
ordinance modification & disorderly house 
ordinance), the development of new 
desirable opportunities for undergraduate, 
graduate, and junior faculty housing in 
appropriately zoned locations to relieve 
pressure on traditional single family 
neighborhoods, and through continued 
collaborative relationships with the 
university of new hampshire, the durham 
landlords Association, the rental housing 
Commission, and neighborhood residents. 
durham continues to explore cooperative 
efforts with unh to enhance the 
intellectual, cultural, and potential future 
economic benefits of being a university 
town.  At the town’s request, the university 
moved forward with a downtown site for 
its unh business school, which is now 
under construction.  the university has 
indicated an interest in a new Performing 
Arts Center and desires a location 
proximate to the downtown area as a 
potential venue in concert with the desire 
of the town.  
the morgan Way project was completed 
by the department of Public Works under 
a state of new hampshire municipally 
managed highway Grant program in 
2011 with much applause and fanfare 
from affected local residents who have for 
many years advocated for the route 4 
safety improvements.
the weekly durham “Friday updates” 
e-newsletter broadcast has proven 
successful in keeping Councilors aware 
of breaking issues as well as progress 
updates on a weekly basis while also filling 
a longstanding community void in keeping 
residents informed of topics of local or 
regional interest and allowing residents to 
become engaged on issues of concern.  n
town coUncil
DiAnA cARRoll, cHAiR
At this time we are a year further into 
the Great recession than we were at 
the time of the last Annual report, with 
little or no changes expected in the near 
and possibly the long-term.  We are 
seeing a new reality, perhaps what will 
become a new normal, which is based 
on a contraction of national and global 
economies; a contraction which affects 
us. As a town we are being affected by 
the Great recession and some of our 
durham residents have been particularly 
so affected.
on the other hand, our town has several 
sources of resilience to meet current 
and possible future challenges.  First of 
all, we are who we are---a college town. 
this gives us stability. our property values 
reflect this stability. our quality of life 
regarding access to the arts and learning 
continues. And because investors recognize 
that colleges and universities are not 
going away because of a recession, they 
consider college communities a good 
place to invest their money, investment 
further enhanced by frequent passenger 
rail service.  durham is poised to 
attract growth and expansion. this isn’t 
guaranteed but it does mean we are in 
a much better position than many other 
municipalities.
Another reason for optimism is that 
durham has been and continues to be 
a town that is proactive and forward 
thinking. town departments plan for the 
future. they are aware of approaching 
needs and they scope out projects to 
meet those needs so that when the time 
is right and money is available, these 
projects can be implemented. this kind 
of proactive work enabled durham to 
win seven ArrA (American recovery 
and reinvestment Act) stimulus grants 
for needed infrastructure. because these 
well thought out and worthwhile projects 
were “shovel ready”, durham won the 
funding. this is the kind of management 
that has characterized durham in the 
past and continues to characterize it 
through 2011. And as i write this, another 
Diana carroll
town council chair
term: 3-09 to 3-12
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grant for needed infrastructure may be 
awarded to durham because the project 
is “shovel ready” and just the kind of 
project those overseeing federal grants 
are seeking. because our staff continues 
to prepare for the future, durham town 
departments are prepared to move 
forward taking advantage of grants as 
they become available.
the 2010—2011 Council year was 
characterized by hardworking, thoughtful, 
cooperative Councilors who dealt with 
long agendas and late night Council 
meetings. some highlights of Council’s 
work include:
n Continuing on-going consideration 
and discussion of the proposed new 
durham Public library.
n moving ahead with Workforce 
housing in durham. the Grange 
will be the first site and there is 
particular Council interest in seeing 
that moderately priced houses 
in neighborhoods be available to 
workforce occupants.
n revising the litter ordinance which 
now puts more responsibility on 
the homeowner, which often means 
landlord, or more precisely, out-of-town 
landlord, to keep property litter free
n Creating a safer and more 
pleasant experience for pedestrians 
and bicyclists  downtown.
n designating luCt (land use 
Change tax) funds. this issue was the 
most difficult issue the Council had to 
deal with. Councilors were passionate 
about their point of view and decision. 
in the end, the majority voted for 
100% of the luCt to stay with the 
Conservation Commission while a 
minority voted for 100% to go for a 
few years to the General Fund.
n recognizing Great bay’s health 
is declining, the Council has and will 
continue to be involved in decisions 
that enable our beautiful and valuable 
Great bay to recover while seeing that 
needed monies are well spent. 
n supporting the Amtrak downeaster 
rail line in the face of threats to the 
service.
n the Council voted unanimously  
to approve a conservation easement 
on the beaudette ii property on 
bennett road.
n voting unanimously to establish an 
Agricultural Commission.
n Considering and acting on 
abatements, a larger proportion of the 
Council agenda than in recent years.
Julian sMiTh
town council memberr
term: 3-11 to 3-14
KaTherine “KiTTy” MarPle
town council member
term: 3-11 to 3-14
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term: 3-09 to 3-12
Jay b. Gooze
town council chair Pro tem
term: 3-10 to 3-13
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and fund balance account need to be 
increased. in simple terms, i think of 
these as our town’s savings accounts/
rainy day fund. most of the issues above 
will continue as ongoing issues before the 
Council. And renewable energy projects 
for durham are poised for final study and 
action. the result could mean moving from 
What is ahead? the next Council will 
continue to weather budget challenges, 
especially if the state of new hampshire 
and the Federal Government no longer 
fund programs and projects that they 
have funded in the past. Another looming 
budgeting issue is whether to bond or 
not to bond. And our contingency fund 
williaM coTe
town council member
term: 3-10 to 3-13
robin Mower
town council member
term: 3-09 to 3-12
PeTer sTanhoPe
town council member
term: 3-10 to 3-13
JaMes lawson
town council member
term: 3-11 to 3-14
non-renewable natural gas, oil and nuclear 
to solar, other renewables, and energy 
conserving technologies. A move to these 
sources of energy will make durham more 
secure and stable in a time of increasing 
uncertainty about energy.
over the past two years, as Chair of 
the town Council, i have had the honor 
and privilege of serving with thoughtful 
Councilors. during this time i have 
witnessed the Councilor’s talent and 
countless hours of hard work. i applaud 
their commitment to getting the job 
done and doing it well. i have also 
been privileged to work closely with our 
town Administrator, a true professional 
and a respectful, fair, kind person who 
always goes out of his way to make 
himself available. Finally, our department 
heads and staff are devoted to their 
responsibilities and work harder and more 
intelligently than most residents get an 
opportunity to see.  being Chair has been 
a valuable, meaningful experience. Kudos 
to all those who have contributed their 
time and effort to the town in 2011  n.
ConservAtion Commission
historiC distriCt And heritAge Commission
pArKs And reCreAtion Committee
reCreAtion direCtor









mAlin ely Clyde, lArry hArris, JAmes 
hoUle, dereK sowers, Ann welsh, 
peter smith (Alternate)
the durham Conservation Commission 
(dCC) has a state legislative mandate 
to inventory, manage, and protect the 
natural resources of the town, and to 
make recommendations to the new 
hampshire department of environmental 
services’ Wetlands bureau on all 
wetlands applications.  the dCC acts 
as an advocate for natural resource 
protection in town and regional affairs 
and is a source of information for town 
boards and residents.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
Protection of Drinking Water 
resources – pursuing its strategic 
priorities, the dCC worked extensively 
with the Planning board to update the 
town’s site Plan review regulations 
with respect to stormwater 
management and to identify and 
propose updates to the town’s Aquifer 
Protection overlay regulations.
land conservation – the dCC 
authorized the disbursement of funds 
from the Conservation Fund toward 
the appraisal of a conservation 
easement on the thompson property 
on the lamprey river, site of the town’s 
drinking water intake. this easement 
project is not active but remains a high 
priority. in April, the dCC unanimously 
voted to offer financial support with 
the Conservation Fund (for an amount 
not to exceed $400,000) to work with 
the trust for Public land (tPl) and the 
nh Fish and Game department to 
purchase and conserve a 170+acre 
durham parcel with regionally-
recognized high conservation values 
(the “sprucewood Forest project”).  As 
of october 2011, both projects are still 
pending, with efforts continuing toward 
their completion.  
site Plan review Process – the 
dCC and Planning board reviewed 
several development proposals 
The DCC sponsored two invasive species workdays in 2011, with over 35 volunteers helping pull buckthorn 
shrubs at doe Farm.   Photo courtesy of malin clyde
ContinUed on next pAge
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involving wetlands or conservation 
subdivisions, including advising two 
applicants at the Conceptual  
review stage.
town land-use/trails 
subcommittee – the dCC hired 
ellen snyder of ibis Wildlife Consulting 
to prepare stewardship plans for 
Wagon hill Farm, longmarsh 
Preserve, doe Farm, and the Weeks 
property.  the plans were completed 
in november 2009, presented to the 
town Council, and made available on 
the town’s website in February 2010.  
they are now being used to manage 
town-owned lands for the benefit of 
the durham community.
review of Wetland Applications – 
the dCC reviewed and commented 
on several wetland applications for 
the new hampshire department of 
environmental services. 
Jackson Landing Improvements – 
At the town’s request, the dCC voted 
to allocate an additional $36,056.82 
from the Conservation Fund to cover 
outstanding project expenditures. this 
brought the dCC’s total expenditure 
for the project, including the initial 
Fund allocation of $127,000 on 
march 13, 2008, to $163, 056.82.  
the entire improvement project was 
funded through a combination of 
in-kind service from Public Works 
(materials, project management, 
etc.), national resource Conservation 
service (nrCs) grant monies, and 
allocations from the Conservation 
Fund, with a total cost of $317,686.
Guidance on Town Regulations 
– the dCC allocated up to $8,000 
(up to $4,000 for each project) 
from the Conservation Fund to:  1) 
hire a hydro-geologist to review and 
suggest amendments to durham’s 
Zoning ordinance for the Aquifer 
Protection overlay district (APod); 
and 2) hire a professional planner to 
review and suggest amendments to 
Zoning ordinance section 175-55 (F), 
Calculation of Usable Area.
Forestry Management of Town-
owned lands – the dCC reviewed 
and approved a forestry management 
plan on town-owned lands, including 
a timber harvest on “spruce hole” 
parcels (13-13-1 and 13-13-5) 
conducted by Charles moreno, 
licensed Professional Forester.
invasive species control – the land 
stewardship Committee hosted spring 
and fall workdays on doe Farm to 
help control a growing invasive plant 
problem there. dozens of volunteers 
from the university of new hampshire 
and the town helped to pull buckthorn 
and other invasive plants at doe Farm.
Designated River Program – the 
dCC supported the nominations of the 
oyster river and additional segments 
of the lamprey river for designation 
into the rivers management and 
Protection Program. both designations 
were approved by the state in the 
summer of 2011. 
master Plan update – in addition 
to providing questions for the master 
Plan survey, a dCC representative 
participated on the survey subcom-
mittee. Coordinating with the dCC’s 
strategic focus, questions for the survey 
primarily addressed residents’ attitudes 
concerning local water resources.
conservation easement for 
Beaudette Farm, Durham NH –
the dCC approved a request made 
by the nature Conservancy, working 
on behalf of the Great bay resource 
Protection Partnership, for funding 
in the amount of $45,000 from the 
conservation fund for the conservation 
of a 66 acre portion of the beaudette 
farm. the property is located along 
bennett road, and is shown as map 
15, lot 6 on the durham tax maps. 
the expenditure along with an 
additional allocation $5,000 that had 
been authorized several years ago 
was ultimately passed by the town 
council and the purchase was closed 
on August 24th at 10:00 am at the 
durham town hall for $490,000.  the 
town’s portion represented 10.2% of 
the final purchase price leveraging over 
89% outside funds for the permanent 
protection of the property.
goAls FoR 2012:
the dCC will continue to:  
n Advocate for the protection of the 
town’s drinking water sources, including 
the spruce hole aquifer, oyster river, 
and lamprey river.
n endorse the conservation of 
undeveloped land determined to 
contain other natural resources of long-
term value to the community.
n review all wetland applications.
n Address the recommendations in 
the stewardship plans for Wagon hill 
Farm, longmarsh Preserve, doe Farm, 
and the Weeks property.      
n Conduct additional assessments 
of the town’s permanently protected 
lands and guiding regulations as 
needed.
the dCC’s land stewardship sub-
committee will continue its efforts to:
n Provide an internet-accessible 
inventory of town conservation lands.
n Fulfill conservation easement 
monitoring responsibilities.
n Plan stewardship volunteer 
opportunities (e.g., invasive plant 
removal).
in addition, the dCC will seek 
opportunities to:
n Coordinate with the Parks and 
recreation Committee to promote 
the responsible enjoyment of town 
conservation lands that have public 
access.
n enhance its section of the 
town website to better inform the 
community.
n support and coordinate public 
education and outreach about the 
importance and value of protecting  
the town’s water resources.  n






meetings of the historic district 
Commission / heritage Commission 
(hdC/hC) were held the first thursday 
of the month.  there were no meetings in 
march, August, or december of 2011.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
in the past year the hdC considered 
two major applications:  1) the 
durham Grange renovation and 
repurposing project; and  2) new 
construction at Great bay Kennel, 
both of which were approved with 
conditions and/or recommendations.  
one request for  letters of 
determination was reviewed regarding 
properties at Jenkins Court and 
madbury road with respect to an 
application for tax relief under new 
hampshire revised statutes Annotated 
(rsA) 79-e:4,i-a.
A “publicly tangible” endeavor of the 
commissions was the comprehensive 
renovation of the historic smith Chapel 
located on mill Pond road, for which 
the hdC/hC applied for two grants 
totaling $16,681 in revenues for the 
town to offset the cost of the repairs 
to this antique treasure. 
the hdC/hC requested and 
recommended to the university of 
new hampshire that photographs and 
written records be archived for future 
reference and acknowledgement prior 
to removal  and relocation (outside 
durham) of the historic o’Kane 
Farmhouse which is currently owned 
by the university and situated on its 
property.
A citizens petition received by the 
hdC/hC regarding maintenance of 
the mill Pond as a site of historic and 
other significance was forwarded to 
the Conservation Commission with the 
recommendation that such be given 
consideration.
the Commissions invited guest speaker 
Peter michaud from the national 
register to educate the members on 
the subject of historic properties and 
sites concerning criteria and eligibility. 
durham’s status as a Certified local 
Government was also discussed, and 
ways in which this status may be used 
advantageously.
goAls FoR 2012:
n educate and engage the public vis-
à-vis the regulatory and non-regulatory 
roles of the hdC and hC, respectively.
n Work with other town entities and 
organizations on projects of mutual 
interest and concern.
n Clarify perceptions about, and 
subsequent enforcement of, demolition 
by neglect.
n delineate and promote heritage 
Commission purposes and actions.
n establish a plaque program for 






diAne moore, Chair ; 
sArA wilson, vice Chair ; 
JennA roberts, secretary; 
neil nimAn, town Council representative; 
miKe sievert, miKe mengers, dAvid 
leACh, And nAte trAUntvein
vision:
to provide residents of all ages, 
abilities, and interests with a wide 
variety of recreational, leisure activities, 
and services which will enhance a 
healthy lifestyle and build a sense of 
community.
Partnerships:
oyster river Parents and Preschoolers  
   (orPP)
durham Public Works (dPr) 
oyster river youth Association (oryA)
durham library
unh Campus recreation dept. 
In early November, the historic Grange structure was moved forward to a new foundation adjacent to the 
sidewalk on Main Street.   Photo Courtesy of Todd I. Selig
ContinUed on next pAge
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durham Conservation Commission
unh recreation & management  
   Policy dept.
eagle scouts
oyster river Cooperative school  
   district (orCsd)
girl scouts
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Assisted Parks & recreation 
director in the coordination of, 
advertising, and staffing events hosted 
by the dPr.
n held the winter Festival/Chili Cook-
off at mill Pond.
n held the annual easter egg hunt 
at old town landing. 
n held the annual memorial day 
Parade.
n held a summer series, “music by 
the bay” in July and August.
n held the annual durham day 
event.
n supported eagle scouts by funding 
trail enhancements at Wagon hill 
Farm.
n Provided playground mulch for 
Jackson’s landing and Woodridge 
playgrounds through dPW.
n hosted the annual thanksgiving 
day turkey trot at Wagon hill Farm.
n Continued focusing on Wagon hill 
Farm improvements and stolworthy 
trail clean up.
long-teRM goAls:
n Provide a better public awareness 
of existing town parks, events, 
programs, and water resources. 
n enhance the growth of the 
durham Parks and recreation services 
that will continue to better serve the 
town residents.
n Collaborate with other local groups 
to increase attendance and popularity 
of events/programs offered by durham 
Parks and recreation.
n support and assist Parks and 
recreation director in achieving 
programming goals.
n study and implement opportunities 
to make Wagon hill Farm a more 





in its second full year, the Parks 
&recreation department continued to 
provide durham residents with a variety 
of recreation-based programs and 
community building special events.   
in 2011, the Parks and recreation 
department focused on providing 
residents with fitness, wellness, and 
enrichment activities.   youth programs 
included Acting & improvisation, Coyote 
Club, Kid’s yoga, speak spanish, and 
sound beginnings.  some of the adult 
activities were Zumba, yoga, tai Chi, 
learn to run, pilates, senior wellness, 
and stability ball. Free programs 
included Pick-up; volleyball, basketball, 
and ultimate Frisbee. in total, Parks 
and recreation organized 40 programs 
with over 1,000 participants.  these 
programs generated $20,191.88 (as of 
08/15) for the town.
since the founding of the Parks and 
recreation department, it has been 
the department’s goal to bring durham 
together through community special 
events.  the department carried on 
traditions such as the memorial day 
Parade, egg hunt, and durham day, 
while continuing with new traditions 
such as the Winter Carnival & Chili 
Festival, and the Wagon hill music by 
the bay Concert series.  the Winter 
Carnival & Chili Festival had over 200 
residents assembled at the mill Pond 
for snow shoeing, igloo building, and 
craft making.  the chili contest had 
over 20 entries.  the summer concert 
series offered live music at Wagon hill 
with stunning views of the little bay.  A 
four-piece folk band, bliss, played in 
July and reggae/jazz was performed 
by rhythm, roots & dub in August.  in 
2011, the department organized 10 
special events with well over 2,000 
residents in attendance.
Also assisted with trail clean ups at 
merrick trails and doe Farm.
During this year’s annual “Turkey Trot” event held on Thanksgiving morning, children gathered around to hear 
a Thanksgiving story by Oyster River Parents and Preschoolers (ORPP) member, Tom “the Turkey” Bebbington, 
before following the trail of bright feathers down to the landing at Wagon Hill Farm where they gobbled up 
some doughnuts and hot cocoa.   Photo Courtesy of Sara Badger-Wilson
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2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n organized 10 community special 
events with a combined attendance of 
over 2,000 residents.
n Provided residents with 40 fitness, 
wellness and enrichment programs. 
With a total participation of over 
1,000 persons.
n recreation programs generated 
$20,191.88 (as of 08/15) in revenue 
for the town.
n managed the Courthouse Activities 
room which is the home to Parks 
and recreation programs.  it is also a 
community gathering place for many 
town organizations and committees. 
n in 2011, Parks and recreation 
collaborated with the oyster river 
youth Association (oryA), oyster river 
Parents and Preschoolers (orPP), 
WomenAid, Friends Project, university 
of new hampshire residential life 
and the university of new hampshire 






building upon last year’s property 
acquisition, development of a building 
program, and selection of a design/
build team; the trustees have kept 
the momentum going in 2011 with 
the development of a well-articulated 
schematic design for the permanent 
home of the durham Public library, and 
significant progress in fund-raising.  
the design of the library has been done 
with public input and careful consideration 
of both construction and operational costs.  
the new facility will greatly enhance the 
lives of durham’s citizens of all ages and 
will contribute significantly to building a 
stronger sense of community.   it will be a 
gathering place with multiple spaces that 
can be used for different types and sizes 
of programs, meetings, and activities in 
addition to providing a permanent home 
for the library collections with comfortable 
seating, computers, and service desks.  
the resulting design is 10,500 square 
feet, which is less than the 13,000 square 
feet that was identified in the building 
program report, prepared last year.  the 
building Committee and the full board of 
trustees agree that this library design is 
forward looking, but also acknowledge the 
expectation that it be as space efficient 
and condensed as possible.
the design/build team has provided for 
all of the space program needs in a 
two-level design that allows for the use 
of various meeting spaces even when 
the library might be closed.  it is energy 
efficient, durable, and easy to maintain.  
the layout allows staffing to be kept to 
a minimum with good sight lines and 
staff coverage of a much larger facility 
than exists today.  the trustees take their 
fiduciary responsibilities very seriously, 
and are committed to a building that 
will be a good value for durham, not just 
initially, but over the life of the building.  
the citizens of durham can be assured 
that this library is important and that it 
is worthy of their support.  libraries are 
constantly changing, but they will continue 
to be a place for reading, to share writing 
and art, discuss local issues and ideas, and 
be a living room for all of durham, giving a 
sense of place and belonging.  
the total cost to build and outfit this 
library is $4.2m plus the $600k spent to 
buy the land, resulting in a total project 
cost of $4.8m.  the library trustees had 
received $1.2m of funds prior to march 
2011 and are committed to raising at 
least another $900K, the remainder, 
$2.7m will need to be approved by a 
bond referendum in march 2012.  As this 
report is being prepared over $800k has 
already be raised in pledges. the trustees 
anticipate that operating costs for the new 
building, including staffing, will increase the 
annual budget by less than for $15,000 
for the same amount of hours.
in 2012 the trustees look forward to the 
bond vote in march with the expectation 
that when it passes the detailed design 
for the building will be completed and 
construction will in the summer with 
the goal of completing construction in 
the middle of 2013.  details about the 
building design and the fund raising can 
be seen at http://www.durhampubliclibrary.
org/durham/buildinghome.asp   n
conceptual schematic of a new durham Public library on madbury road.   Photo courtesy of smP Architecture
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Durham Public Library Staff (back, l-r): Hana Bartos, Children’s Librarian; Lisa Kleinmann, Asst. Director; Nancy 
Miner, Tracy McCreery, Tom Madden, Library Director. (front, l-r): Katie Fiermonti, Margo LaPerle. Not pictured: 




it has been an exciting and occasion-
ally overwhelming year as the durham 
Public library moved ahead with the 
new library building project, including 
finalizing the fundamental design and 
embarking on a fund-raising campaign. 
there is a great deal of enthusiasm 
surrounding the building project 
and the public’s interest has helped 
increase library use to record levels.
the design process begun in 2010 
carried over into the spring as the 
building Committee, the board of 
trustees, and the Citizens library 
building review Committee spent 
countless hours refining the building 
design, scaling back its size from 
13,000 to 10,500 sq. ft., designing 
a community room and lobby for 
after hours use, providing comfortable 
seating areas and a café, creating 
separate spaces for children and young 
adults, and increasing the number 
of public computers. the building is 
designed to be an open, welcoming 
facility that meets the needs of the 
entire community.
every year dPl experiences significant 
increases in circulation, patron visits, 
program attendance, and number of 
members. 2011 was no exception. 
n Circulation, is on track to supersede 
last year’s total by 12%; it has 
increased 81% since 2006! 
n library visits were up 4.5% over 
the previous year (75% since 2006).
n new memberships were up 9%. 
n Program attendance increased 11.5%.
one focus this year has been 
the addition of new or upgraded 
electronic resources. the library 
strives to stay ahead of the curve, 
adopting new electronic resources 
when they make sense. the library 
transitioned its website to Piper 
mountain, a public library web-
hosting service, which provided 
more flexibility, greater content, 
and making it easier to manage 
the site and upload information. in 
support of the building project, two 
web modules were included: one 
for building design information, the 
other for the new library Campaign. 
these modules provide access to all 
available project information. A twitter 
account (twitter@durhamPlnh) was 
established, the look of the weekly 
email newsletter was improved, and 
ebook downloads were added, all 
available through the library website 
(www.durhampubliclibrary.org). these 
tools augment those already in place 
such as downloadable audiobooks, an 
online library calendar, and museum 
pass registration. 
traditional library practices were 
not neglected. the book collection 
continues to be refreshed with current 
titles, and the library hosted a slate 
of programs that attracted a record 
number of attendees. summer reading 
programs drew over 550 children and 
adults to events held in July. summer 
Family nights were especially popular 
and included a drumming circle, irish 
step dancing, and a Celtic music trio.  
the highlight of our fall programming 
was an outdoor concert at the mill 
Plaza featuring the beatles tribute 
band All together now which was 
sponsored by many Plaza businesses. 
goAls FoR 2012:
the durham Public library anticipates 
2012 to be busier, than ever. the building 
project will move forward following a 
positive bond vote in march. the library 
will continue providing quality materials 
and services. in the coming months, the 
library plans to:
integrate electronic devices such as the 
Kindle to its collection allowing patrons 
the opportunity to check out ebooks 
without having to purchase a reader. 
Actively pursue local history materials, 
both to bolster the current collection 
and for inclusion in the new library’s 
heritage conference room. 
develop policies/procedures addressing 
needs required by the layout of the 
new facilties structure such as a 
meeting room policy.   n
libRARy Activities FoR 2011
Circulation --------------------------56,293
new patrons --------------------------- 478





Cemetery Committee And trUstees oF the trUst FUnds
generAl AssistAnCe oFFiCer
plAnning And CommUnity development
sUpervisors oF the CheCKlist
tAx inCrement FinAnCe distriCt
town ClerK-tAx ColleCtor
tree wArden
ZoninG boArd oF AdJustment
Zoning, Code enForCement, And heAlth oFFiCer
geneRAl 
goveRnMent
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AssessoR
jAMes w. Rice,  
cnHA cRoss coUntRy 
AppRAisAl gRoUp, llc
in november 2009, the town of durham 
contracted with Cross Country Appraisal 
Group; llC to manage the town’s 
assessing duties.  Jim rice, CnhA, is 
durham’s assessing representative from 
the appraisal company.
since coming on board in 2009, the 
assessor is pleased to report that of 
the sixty nine (69) pending assessment 
appeals before the board of tax and land 
Appeals and superior Court from tax years 
2007 through 2010, only five (5) appeals 
remain to be heard and/or settled.  
goAls FoR 2012:
n Prepare for 2013 revaluation.  
Article 6 of the new hampshire 
Constitution states “…there shall 
be a valuation of the estates within 
the state taken anew once in every 
five years, at least, and as much 
oftener as the general court shall 
order”.  since the last revaluation was 
in 2008, preparations are currently 
being made for another revaluation to 
occur in 2013 as the assessing office 
will be audited by the department of 
revenue Administration for compliance 
purposes.  
n update Current use files.  Current 
use is a program enacted in 1973 
encouraging the “preservation of open 
space, thus providing a healthful and 
attractive outdoor environment for 
work and recreation of the state’s 
citizen’s, maintaining the character of 
the state’s landscape, and conserving 
the land, water, forest, agricultural and 
wildlife resources” – nh Current use 
law rsA 79-A.  For more information 
about Current use and qualifications, 
visit www.nhspace.org.  
n the assessing office is in the 
process of reviewing the files of those 
properties classified under the Current 
use program for accuracy, compliance, 
and record-keeping purposes.  if files 
have not been updated within the past 
five years, or have missing or inaccurate 
information, notifications will be mailed 
requesting updated information.
n review Conservation easements 
and/or restrictions.
n review and inspect those prop-
erties where building permits were 
issued after 4/1/11.
n review and inspect properties that 
have had ongoing construction and/or 
demolition.
n review qualified exemptions and 
credits and process new applicants.
n review all abatement requests and 
make recommendations to the town 
Council.
n review board of tax and land 
Appeals and superior Court appeals.
For further assessment information 
regarding tax abatements, appeals, 
exemptions, credits, tax deferrals, 
timber tax, Current use or conservation 
easements and/or restrictions, please visit 
the town’s website at www.ci.durham.
nh.us.  A public access computer terminal 
is available in the town office lobby 
along with tax maps regarding property 
assessment research.  Assessment 
information can also be viewed online at 
www.visionappraisal.com.  
residents are welcome to contact the 
assessor’s office at 868-8064 with any 
questions regarding assessments and/
or concerns. Appointments may also be 
scheduled with the assessor by calling 
the above number. Assessing office hours 
are monday though Friday 8:00am to 
5:00pm.  the assessor will be available 
every tuesday and thursday in the 
Planning, Zoning, and Assessing office 
between the hours of operation.  n
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ceMeteRy 
coMMittee AnD 
tRUstees oF tHe 
tRUst FUnDs
cRAig seyMoUR,  
ceMeteRy coMMittee cHAiR
the durham town Cemetery had a 
total of 14 interments (burials) in 
2011, the same number as in 2010. 
Five were casket burials and nine were 
cremains (ashes) interments, reflecting 
a continuing trend towards cremation as 
an alternative to burial.  A total of 20 
graves were purchased by eight families, 
generating a total of $9,100 in revenues, 
with $6,380 going into the Cemetery 
trust Fund and $2,730 to the Cemetery 
maintenance Fund.  
the department of Public Works again 
did an excellent job maintaining the 
cemetery, particularly through the wet 
spring weather.  A contractor was brought 
in to reset a couple of headstones that 
had tipped over.  Generally, this is the 
responsibility of the plot owners; however, 
because the trustees have no current 
contact information on the owners, 
internal funds must be used for this work. 
A copy of the rule & regulations for the 
Cemetery can be obtained by e-mailing 
a request to cemetery@ci.durham.
nh.us  or on the town’s website, www.
ci.durham.nh.us  (Cemetery Committee 
page).  the document describes how to 
purchase a cemetery plot, rules for grave 
and monument care, and other useful 
information.  All burials and any planned 
work on monuments, including installation 
of markers, should be cleared through the 
Cemetery Committee Chair beforehand.  
the website also contains a digital map of 
the cemetery layout.
Please note that the cemetery is closed 
to all vehicles during the winter months in 
order to protect the grounds.  Please feel 
free to walk in to visit graves, however.  
the large Cottages at durham student 
housing development is under construction 
on property abutting the cemetery.  the 
cutting of trees in the back corner of 
the cemetery has certainly changed the 
look of this area.  the durham Cemetery 
Committee was closely involved in the 
approvals process and as a result the 
developer will be constructing a solid 
eight-foot high fence around the western 
and northern sides, along with mature 
landscaping that will include large 
arborvitae, cedars, and sugar maples.  this 
should screen the cemetery from the new 
apartments and provide an attractive 
sound and sight barrier between these 
two “residential” uses.
tRUstees oF tHe 
tRUst FUnDs
bRUce bRAgDon, cHAiR
the trustees of the trust Funds invest 
and disperse funds in the various trusts 
and certain other town accounts.  these 
include 64 separate trust funds.  most of 
the trusts are small, ranging in size from 
a few hundred to a few thousand dollars, 
and are concerned with the care and 
maintenance of various cemeteries and 
grave sites.  others support various town 
funds and capital projects. All deposits 
are currently with Citizen’s bank. these 
accounts are fully collateralized with 
GnmAs (Government national mortgage 
Association). GnmAs have the full faith 
and backing of the federal government.  
durham’s trustees of the trust Funds 
continually strive to totally protect the 
principal in all accounts.  unfortunately, 
any interest has been paltry at best. 
the trustees will continue to review the 
accounts and try to gain as much interest 
return as possible.
Durham Town Cemetery located on Old Concord Road.   Photo Courtesy of Craig Seymour
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At the end of december 2011, the 
trust funds totaled $3,185,340.42.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
smith Chapel repairs have started.  
the stained glass windows have 
been repaired, the wooden casings 
replaced/restored to their original 
condition by Art Glass of America 
from natick mA.  the slate roof, sill 
beams, copper gutters/downspouts 
and all flashing have been replaced 
by American steeple from salem 
mA.  Andrea bodo applied for and 
was granted state monies towards 
some of the repairs.  mike lynch, 
director of Public Works is in the 
process of providing the state with 
the necessary documentation to 
finalize the awards.
the trustees have continued to 
work with mike lynch and public 
works staff to maintain the town’s 
graveyards.  in a time of decreased 
interest paid on accounts and 
increased costs this is difficult.  
repairs are being made to the 
doe Farm cemetery with monies 
obtained from the supervised wood 
cut completed earlier this year. A 
volunteer group lead by malin Clyde 
and members of the Conservation 
Commission, along with university of 
new hampshire students, invested 
several days removing an invasive 
plant called buckthorn from the 
property.  they plan to return again 
next year.  the trustees applaud this 
group of volunteers. 
  
goAls FoR 2012: 
to finish smith Chapel repairs 
will be the first priority. Work will 
continue at the doe Farm.  the 
trustees would still like to have 
a pictorial record of each of the 
town’s graveyards and their GPs 
location.  this information would 
be included in town information so 
that the various committees would 
have access to it.  A description of 
the access route to each graveyard 
would also be of assistance to their 




gAil jAblonski,  
bUsiness MAnAgeR
new hampshire revised statutes 
Annotated (rsA) 165 requires that 
each city and town in the state of new 
hampshire provide for any persons 
who are poor and unable to provide for 
themselves and that the governing body 
of each City and town establish written 
guidelines relative to general assistance. 
on march 3, 2003 the durham town 
Council approved new written regulations 
relative to general assistance. section 4-10 
A-7 of the Administrative Code of the 
town of durham identifies the business 
management department, headed by the 
business manager, as being responsible for 
overseeing Welfare services. 
the town of durham is dedicated to 
providing for those in need without regard 
to age, race, sex, or national origin. the 
business office is compassionate towards 
all those seeking assistance and its staff 
works with everyone who applies, whether 
the applications are approved or denied, 
to assist them towards self-sufficiency in 
the future.
through november 30, 2011 the business 
office received and processed 10 new 
applications for public assistance. of these 
requests, all were approved as qualifying 
for assistance with expenses such as rent, 
electricity, heating oil, and transportation. 
the business office was also contacted 
by numerous people requesting assistance 
information but never submitting a formal 
application.  Going into 2012, the business 
office currently has two active cases of 
public assistance open. 
through november 30, 2011, a total of 
$21,668 has been provided for direct 
assistance. the business office works 
closely with several non-profit service 
providers in the area, the university of 
new hampshire for students in need 
of assistance, the new hampshire 
department of health and human 
services office in rochester, and the new 
hampshire local Welfare Administrator’s 
Association for advice and guidance on 
the more difficult cases.
 
overall, with the economic conditions 
faced in 2011, durham’s share of 
persons requiring assistance remains low 
compared to surrounding communities. 
the town’s welfare regulations and the 
application for public assistance are 
available on the town’s website at: http://
ci.durham.nh.us/departments/business_
office/finance.html.  n
A new granite bench at Wagon Hill Farm reads “March 1974, Durham says NO to Olympic Oil Refinery” was 
the idea of Durham residents Nancy Sandberg, Dudley Dudley, Phyllis Bennett and former longtime resident Ed 
Valena honoring the Durham decision to reject an oil refinery proposal by Greek shipping magnate, Aristotle 
Onassis, for a massive oil refinery to be built on Great Bay just outside Durham. A citizens group, “Save Our 
Shores” was organized in 1973 to combat this proposal.   Photo Courtesy of Theresa Walker





in 2011, the Planning and Community 
development office had another busy and 
exciting year and is beginning to see some 
of its efforts over the past few years come 
to fruition.  those visiting the downtown 
will notice that durham is looking different 
with new building projects, new traffic 
patterns, and more available parking.  in 
addition, upon viewing the Planning board, 
economic development Committee, energy 
Committee, Conservation Commission, and 
historic district Commission sections of this 
report, readers will also notice that 2011 
was another busy year for these various 
boards as well.  they will continue to be 
busy in 2012, especially as work continues 
on updating the master Plan.  below is 
a brief list of the accomplishments from 
the past year, as well as some anticipated 
goals for next year.  
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Completed the master Plan 
visioning process with the help of 
a grant from the unh Cooperative 
extension. A master Plan Advisory 
Committee was created, a visioning 
Forum was held, and the master Plan 
survey process was completed.
n began work on updating the 
master Plan including a new energy 
Chapter, the Commercial Core Chapter, 
and the economic development 
Chapter.
n Continued to follow-up on 
the Charrette held at the end of 
2009, and subsequent Commercial 
Core strategic Plan, with drafting 
amendments to the Zoning 
ordinance highlighted in the 
Commercial Core strategic Plan.  in 
addition, implementation has also 
begun on other parts of the plan 
including parking and transportation 
improvements.
n Completed drafting inclusionary 
zoning amendments to allow for 
opportunities to develop workforce 
housing and bring the town in line 
with state law.  Amendments to the 
ordinance were brought forward for 
public hearings at the Planning board 
and town Council and were ultimately 
approved by the town Council.
n Worked with Planning board 
members to guide them through site 
plan review applications, subdivision 
applications, boundary line adjustment 
applications, lot merger applications, 
conditional use permit applications, 
conceptual consultations, zoning 
amendments, and Commercial Core 
Chapter of the master Plan.
n Worked with the economic 
development Committee to continue 
the business visitation and retention 
program that included a survey of 
existing businesses, completed the 
town-wide market Analysis, began 
working on a draft downtown tax 
increment Finance (tiF) district, 
discussed the draft Commercial Core 
Zoning amendments, and began work 
on updating the economic develop-
ment Chapter of the master Plan.
n Worked with the economic 
development Committee on a number 
of issues including, but not limited 
to the following: created a business 
visitation and retention program, 
hired a consultant to perform a 
town-wide market analysis that is 
underway, began work on a downtown 
parking policy/parking management 
plan, initiated a zoning amendment 
to allow for flexibility in mixed-use 
projects in the Central business 
district, and continued working toward 
improving the business and economic 
development climate in the town.
n Continued holding quarterly 
planning meetings with the Planning 
board on planning issues that now 
includes public comments on the 
agenda.
n Continued seeking out grant 
opportunities to offset cost to the town 
of durham, such as the improvements 
to the town’s roads, sidewalks, 
affordable housing, and historic 
preservation.
n Continued serving the town on 
several outside committees whose 
work will have an effect on durham.
goAls FoR 2012:
n draft updates to the master 
Plan seeking public input on drafts, 
holding public hearings, and obtaining 
Planning, Zoning and Assessing Office (l-r): James Campbell, Director of Planning and Community Development; 
Karen Edwards, Administrative Assistant; Thomas Johnson, Zoning, Code Enforcement and Health Officer.   
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final Planning board approval of the 
updates.
n Finalize draft zoning amendments 
to the Commercial Core, hold public 
hearings, and seek approval of 
amendments.
n Continue working with the 
economic development Committee 
to follow through on the town-wide 
market Analysis, work on business 
retention and attraction, and continue 
to improve the business and economic 
development atmosphere in durham.
n Continue to follow through with the 
Commercial Core strategic Plan.
n Continue to find ways to improve 
the town of durham ordinances by 
being both proactive and reactive with 
needed amendments.
n Continue to enhance public 
participation in the Planning board, 
economic development Committee, 
and other boards and committees’ 
processes.
n Continue improving communication 
for and between the public and town 
boards and committees.
n update the department of 
Planning and Community development 
website and create an economic 
development website.
n Work on securing grant money 
to help offset money raised through 
property taxes.
n Continue to work on improving the 
town’s Geographic information system 
(Gis) capabilities.
n Continue serving the town on 
several outside committees whose 
work will have an effect on durham.
n Continue working with the Water 
resource Protection subcommittee 
in updating the Aquifer Protection 
ordinance.
there are many people i need to 
thank for making my job easier and 
more satisfying.  First, there are many 
committees, boards, commissions, and 
subcommittees that work very hard to 
make durham a better place.  there 
is also an active citizenry that always 
keeps you striving to do better.  there is a 
dedicated staff that all work very hard to 
make durham such a great place.  i thank 
all of you for you help and dedication.  
Finally, i would like to thank my 
administrative assistant Karen edwards 
and our work-study student maria Albers, 
for keeping this office running so smoothly.  
there is no way we could do what we 
do without all of you.  i will conclude by 
saying that this year i celebrated my 
tenth (10th) anniversary with the town 
of durham and it has been a pleasure 
to serve the citizens of durham over the 
past decade.  n
plAnning boARD 
loRne pARnell, cHAiR 
during the past year, the durham 
Planning board has dealt with a full 
agenda of applications for site plan and 
conditional use approvals, subdivisions 
and boundary line adjustments as well as 
other projects and issues that are relevant 
to the future development of durham. 
the board had discussions with 
consultants as well as some members of 
the public on the subject of Workforce 
housing in durham. After deliberation, the 
board proposed an amendment to the 
durham Zoning ordinance to introduce 
a new section on Workforce housing and 
the creation of a developer’s Guidance 
document for Workforce housing. these 
proposals were forwarded to the town 
Council for consideration. 
As part of the durham budget process, 
the board also reviewed the proposed 
new Capital improvement Program with 
town administration staff and provided 
comments. 
in march, university of new hampshire 
staff members provided the board with a 
presentation about the new university of 
new hampshire business school, currently 
under construction. board members were 
given the opportunity to comment on 
issues from this development that may 
impact the town.      
Another of the responsibilities of the 
Planning board is to continually review 
aspects of the Zoning ordinance that may 
require amendments or revisions. during 
the year, the board has been evaluating 
some significant changes to zoning in 
the commercial core of durham and it is 
expected that revisions will be proposed in 
the near future.
the durham energy Committee and 
the Planning board discussed an energy 
checklist that will be included in the board 
approval process in order to encourage 
applicants to consider energy issues when 
designing new projects.      
during 2011, the Planning board 
approved several significant new property 
developments for durham. Almost all of 
these projects are for off-campus student 
housing, in either mixed use or single 
use units. Construction is under way 
at several of these developments and 
others will begin construction in the near 
future. When all of these projects are 
completed, the appearance of the Central 
business district of durham will have been 
significantly altered.    
the current edition of the durham 
master Plan was produced in 2000. the 
Planning board has initiated updates 
of certain sections of the Plan and this 
work continued in 2011. the sections 
to be updated are the Commercial 
Core, environmental and Cultural 
resources, tax stabilization (economic 
development) and land use. A new 
ContinUed on next pAge
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energy chapter will also be added. in 
order to solicit the views of durham 
residents on these issues, a public forum 
was organized in February and a citizen 
survey was carried out later in the year. 
 the applications and projects that come 
before the Planning board cannot be 
decided upon until public hearings are 
held and the board hears comments 
from interested residents. many of the 
public hearings held in 2011 were 
well attended, with several residents 
coMpARison oF nUMbeR oF ApplicAtion  
AppRovAls 2009 - 2011
APPlicAtion tyPe ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2011---------------- 2010 ----------- 2009
subdivision ------------------------------------------------------------ 3 -----------------3 --------------- 2
site review/Conditional use ----------------------------------- 10 ---------------12 ------------ 16
boundary line Adjustment/ subdivision 
modification/voluntary lot merger --------------------------- 2 -----------------5 --------------- 3
site Plan review by technical review Committee -------- 5 -----------------3 --------------- 5
other* ----------------------------------------------------------------- 6 -----------------3 --------------- 5
total ------------------------------------------------------------------ 26 ---------------26 ------------31
*includes Conceptual Consultations, design reviews, Government Projects Public hearings, and scenic road 
public hearings.
providing constructive comments. the 
board encourages durham residents to 
attend the public hearings and voice their 
comments or concerns in order to assist 
the board with its deliberations and 
decisions. 
the Planning board would like to thank 
Jim Campbell, director of Planning and 
Community development, for his hard 
work and the professional expertise that 
he provides for the Planning board and 
the town of durham. 
i would personally like to extend my 
appreciation to the other members of 
the Planning board who have donated 
much time and effort during the past 
year to enable the board to carryout 






2011 was an “off” year with only town 
and school elections.  this has given the 
supervisors a chance to catch up between 
two busy election years. 
n the town/school election was held 
in march, with the school deliberative 
session in February.
n every 10 years the state requires 
each community to conduct a “purge.” 
2011 was the year.  Anyone who was 
registered but had not voted in the 
2008 Presidential election or more 
recently was sent a letter saying they 
would be removed from the voter 
checklist if they did not respond by a 
certain date.  over 2,000 names were 
removed.  unfortunately, a few of these 
had registered last fall but then did 
not vote in the 2010 General election.  
luckily, these individuals can easily 
register again in preparation for the 
busy 2012 election year.
n the checklist has now been 
decreased from over 10,000 to just 
under 8,000 voters.
goAls FoR 2012:
2012 will be an extremely busy and 
exciting year with various elections 
scheduled as follows:
January 10: --------Presidential Primary
February 7: --------school deliberative 
------------------------session
march 13: ---------school/town election
september 11: ---state Primary
november 6: ------state and Federal  
------------------------election n
The Amtrak Downeaster makes a stop at the Durham station during the January 2011 Nor’easter. On 
Thursday, December 15, 2011, the Downeaster celebrated its tenth year of providing rail service along the 
Boston-Portland corridor which services Durham.   Photo Courtesy of Jim Hornbeck
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tAX incReMent 
FinAnce DistRict 
toDD i. selig, tiF 
ADMinistRAtoR
stone Quarry drive mixed use tax 
increment Finance district
the durham town Council adopted a 
development Program and Financing 
Plan for the stone Quarry drive mixed 
use tax increment Finance (tiF) district 
on october 15, 2007 to fund public 
improvements and infrastructure necessary 
to attract and advance desirable mixed 
use development and private investment 
in the office & research and Coe’s Corner 
zoning districts adjacent to and including 
the route 4 and 108 interchange.  the 
stated objectives of the development 
Program and tiF Plan in october 2007 
were to:
n stimulate mixed use development 
within the district by providing 
infrastructure and amenities that 
encourage and create opportunities 
for businesses to locate and expand 
within the district.
n enhance employment and earnings 
opportunities for area residents.
n expand the property tax base of 
the town of durham.
n stimulate other businesses 
to locate or expand within the 
community.
the approved development Program and 
Financing Plan consisted of three phases:
pHAse 1:
An estimated cost of $850,000 to be 
funded through a general obligation bond 
guaranteed by rockingham Properties, the 
property owner along stone Quarry drive.
n A wastewater collection system 
extension of 2050’ to stone Quarry 
drive;
n A water main extension of 1550’ 
to stone Quarry drive.
pHAse 2: 
 An estimated cost of $250,000 to 
be funded through the town’s udAG 
Community investment Fund.
n A 1600’ water main extension on 
Canney road to complete looping of 
the water system.
pHAse 3:
Phase 3, walking trails and parking 
facilities (plus other public amenities) 
at Jackson’s landing and right-of-Way 
improvements along old Piscataqua road 
to the durham business Park, would 
be funded as grant and private sources 
are identified and/or the captured tax 
increment within the stone Quarry drive 
tiF is sufficient to service the debt on 
the anticipated $850,000 bond and has 
repaid the town an anticipated $250,000 
plus an amount equivalent to accrued 
interest. 
the total estimated cost of phased 
improvements, including planning, design, 
and administration, was anticipated to 
be $1,350,000 in 2007 dollars.   the 
approved stone Quarry drive tiF contains 
approximately 92 acres, which represents 
approximately 0.006% of the total land 
area in the town of durham.  the total 
assessed value of all property in the 
district (including town and unh property) 
was $10,638,965 in 2007.  
the town was unfortunately unable 
to secure an adequate surety from 
rockingham Properties to protect the 
interests of the community as part of this 
project.  the town Council therefore did 
not approve a development Agreement 
with rockingham Properties which is 
a prerequisite for this project to move 
forward.  the town has not issued any 
debt as part of this project and all phases 
are presently on hold until a development 
Agreement is in place.  no additional 
taxable value has been developed within 
the stone Quarry drive tiF to date.  
Concerning Phase 2 of the proposed 
stone Quarry tiF project, the town Council 
appropriated $250,000 in funds in 
2007 from the Community development 
expendable trust Fund (udAG Fund) 
with resolution #2007-32 for the stone 
Quarry drive tax increment Financing 
district.  because it was not anticipated 
that this district would move forward in 
2010, the town Council rescinded the 
2007 appropriation in its entirety as 
part of resolution #2009-32 so that the 
udAG funds could be utilized for other 
potential purposes.
Concerning Phase 3 of the project, the 
town moved forward utilizing state grant 
funds and in-kind municipal contributions 
in 2009 to make enhancements to the 
Jackson’s landing recreation Area.  these 
enhancements were separate and distinct 
in all respects from the stone Quarry 
drive tiF project.  
if a development Agreement is 
ultimately agreed upon between the 
town and rockingham Properties, the tiF 
Administrator shall organize an Advisory 
board to monitor and advise on the 
progress of the stone Quarry drive  
tiF district.  n 
An employee from Sylvania installs light emitting 
diodes (LED) retrofit kits on the ornamental 
street lighting along the Main Street corridor 
and intersecting roadways fixtures.  The Town 
competed for and was successful in obtaining an 
Energy Efficiency Block Grant valued at $167, 
310. The grant reimbursed the Town for 100% of 
the cost of the retrofitting.  Todd I. Selig Photo
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town cleRk-tAX 
collectoR
loRRie pitt, ceRtiFieD town 
cleRk/tAX collectoR
Property tax bills are issued twice annually, 
due in July and december. residents may 
not be aware that there is another option 
for paying their bills.  state law allows 
property owners to make prepayments 
toward their anticipated bill.  After January 
1st, property owners can make payments 
in any denomination, at any interval, on 
any property they own.  these payments 
will be applied to the next property tax 
bill reducing the amount of the actual bill.  
the bill residents receive will reflect any 
remaining balance due on that bill.
if making payments would help the 
family budget, residents can start making 
prepayments January 1st (interest is not 
paid on prepayments) in any amount, 
at any time.  simply identify the specific 
property for which payment is to be 
applied. 
residents are reminded that if they are 
having difficulty paying a property tax bill, 
it is to their advantage to pay what they 
can, when they can. every dollar paid will 
reduce the amount of interest that will 
accrue.  Please feel free to contact the 
town Clerk-tax Collector’s office at 603-
868-5571 or email lpitt@ci.durham.nh.us 
with any questions.
 
the town Clerk-tax Collector’s office 
accepts cash, checks, or credit cards 
(mastercard, discover, American express, 
and JCb) for payments. visa can be 
accepted for property tax payments only 
per visa rules.  these credit card companies 
charge 2.75% of the payment as a 
“convenience fee”.  this could be substantial 
on larger bills and most people, unless it is 
an emergency, opt for cash or check.  
recently passed legislation will allow 
automobile dealerships to begin registering 
cars for purchasers.  While this might be a 
JANuARy1 THRu DECEMBER 31, 2011 -------------------------------------2011 ----------------------------- 2010------------------------------2009 ----------------------------- 2008 




tAxes Committed to ColleCtor
Property taxes---------------------------------------------$25,292,445.00 ---------------- 3,920.00
yield taxes -----------------------------------------------------------9,539.55
land use Change tax ------------------------------------------13,000.00
Water & sewer transferred to Pt ---------------------------------------------------------28,377.48
other Changes ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,370.50
overpAyments mAde dUring yeAr
Property taxes---------------------------------------------------$55,474.50 -------------110,458.71 -------------- 93,989.00 -------------- 67,514.00
Current Use
interest
interest Collected ------------------------------------------------13,347.46 ---------------60,120.81
Costs before lien
total debits -----------------------------------------$25,383,806.51 -----$1,303,859.45 ----------$93,989.00 ----------$67,514.00
remitted to treAsUrer
Property taxes---------------------------------------------$24,213,165.20 -----------$834,138.76
convenience, it may not be the best option. 
town Clerk staff is able to advise residents 
with regard to their specific situation (i.e., 
how they could save money by waiting, 
using birth months to their advantage, 
when it is cost-effective to transfer and 
when it is not).  Further, it is unclear if the 
dealerships would be able to charge an 
additional fee or how much it would be.  
this option may be presented to residents 
when purchasing their next vehicle, and 
they can decide if it is right for them.   
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n dog license and vital record Copy 
requests are available online.
n Credit Cards allowed on all 
transactions (visA still has restrictions).
goAls FoR 2012:
n Contribute more often to Friday 
updates
n Continue education and training to 
better serve the community  n
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tAX lien RepoRt (jan. 1 thru Dec. 31 2011)
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2010 ----------------------------- 2009------------------------------2008 ----------------------------- 2007 
balance of unredeemed tax --------------------------------------- $0.00 -----------$224,504.99 -------------$68,346.16 ----------------- $172.04
liens executed during year ---------------------------------286,903.94 -----------------------0.00 -----------------------0.00 -----------------------0.00
interest & Costs After lien --------------------------------------3,731.60 ---------------12,912.30 -------------- 19,800.87 -------------------220.93
totAl deBits -------------------------------------------$290,635.54 --------$237,417.29 ----------$88,147.03 ---------------$392.97
remitted to treAsUrer
   tax lien redemptions ----------------------------------- $106,016.37 -------------$74,140.14  ------------$56,568.81 ----------------- $172.04
   interest & Costs After liens ---------------------------------3,731.60 ---------------12,912.30 -------------- 19,800.87 -------------------220.93
   Abatements made during year -----------------------------------0.00 ---------------12,669.73 -------------- 11,323.07
liens deeded to municipality during year -----------------------0.00 -----------------------0.00 -----------------------0.00
unredeemed liens as of 12/31/11 -------------------- $180,887.57 -------------137,695.12 -------------------454.28
totAl credits -----------------------------------------$290,635.54 --------$237,417.29 ----------$88,147.03 ---------------$392.97
wAteR AnD seweR (jan 1 thru Dec 31, 2011)
UnColleCted
water ------------------------------------------------------------  25,889.91
sewer ------------------------------------------------------------  39,507.45
Committed to tAx ColleCtor
spring Warrant  --------------------------------------------- 544,083.16
Fall warrant -------------------------------------------------- 448,151.75





 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2011 ----------------------------- 2010------------------------------2009 ----------------------------- 2008 
remitted to treAsurer (cont.)
yield taxes -----------------------------------------------------------8,058.63
land use Change--------------------------------------------------5,000.00
interest Collected ------------------------------------------------13,347.46 ---------------60,120.81
Conversion to lien ---------------------------------------------------------------------------229,963.01
other Charges ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,370.50
Water & sewer transferred to Pt ---------------------------------------------------------28,377.48
AbAtements mAde durinG yeAr
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RevenUes collecteD (jan 1 thru Dec 31, 2011)
Auto registrations ---------------------------------------------------------------------- $764,779.83
title Applications  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------1,900.00
municipal Agent Fees ---------------------------------------------------------------------14,940.00
trans improvement ------------------------------------------------------------------------24,555.00
marriage licenses ---------------------------------------------------------------------------1,825.00
vital statistics Copies -----------------------------------------------------------------------3,445.00









n 640 dead, decaying, or trees 
interfering with telephone or electric 
wires were removed from town- 
owned properties or right-of-ways  
and private properties along the 
town’s right-of-way.
n the town was honored with its 
33rd consecutive tree City usA award 
and continues to be the leading award 
winner in the state of new hampshire. 
the tree City usA award is a national 
recognition for communities that have 
an outstanding tree program.
n the town celebrated Arbor day 
this year on August 19, 2011 with 
the planting of 9 Cleveland Pear trees 
as part of the Pettee brook lane 
reconstruction project. one tree was 
donated to the town by Cameron’s 
landscaping of Farmington, n.h.
n the town and most residents 
suffered severe tree damage this past 
August when the town was hit by a 
hurricane. the storm created road 
closures and power outages lasting 
for several days. the damage created 
11,936 cubic yards of brush that 
was collected by the Public Works 
department.
n did you know that durham is still 
the home to the largest swamp White 
oak tree (back river road)?
n unfortunately the area’s largest 
norway spruce tree (near drew 
Graveyard on newmarket road) was 
a victim of the 2010 wind storm.
n the town conducted a select 
harvest of the 58-acre town-owned 
doe Farm. the doe Farm is the official 




the Zoning board of Adjustment 
(ZbA) is a quasi-judicial panel 
empowered to interpret the durham 
Zoning ordinance and to grant relief 
from the ordinance when certain 
criteria are all met to the satisfaction 
of three voting members of the board.  
the board pays particular attention 
to previous new hampshire supreme 
Court decisions, as well at the strafford 
County superior Court as support for 
the board’s decisions.
the ZbA consists of five regular 
members and three alternates 
appointed by the town Council for 
three-year terms.  At the present 
time the board is short one alternate 
member.  the board is aided by the 
excellent work of its minute-taker, 
victoria Parmele, the town’s vigilant 
Code enforcement officer, tom 
Johnson, and the town’s hard working 
legal representatives, the mitchell 
municipal Group.  
unlike other town boards the  
ZbA does not set specific goals for 
each year, but instead deals with i 
ssues brought to it by individual 
property owners.  Generally, the 
board’s job is to make decisions that 
protect the integrity of each zoning 
district, the environment, as well as 
property values.  the ZbA is the 
“Constitutional safety valve” that 
provides the necessary flexibility to 
ensure that the ordinance is applied 
equitably to all property
i want to thank ZbA members for 
their very hard work this year.  the 
board is always deliberate and 
thoughtful and although its members 
do not always agree with one another, 
each member is willing to articulate 
the reasons for his or her vote on a 
particular application.
i invite interested community members 
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to consider appointment on the ZbA. if 
interested in performing public service 
and are concerned about land issues in 
durham, this is the perfect way to assist 
your community.  Please contact any town 
Councilor, or the Administrator.
in 2011 the durham Zoning board of 
Adjustment met thirteen times.  there 
were forty applications before the board.
variances:  there were thirty-three 
requests for variances.  twenty-two 
requests were approved.  one request  
was partially approved and partially 
denied.  Four requests were denied.  six 
requests were withdrawn.  
Motion for Rehearing:  there were 
four requests filed for motion of rehearing.  
two were denied a rehearing.  two 
were granted a rehearing and one 
was approved on rehearing.  one was 
withdrawn.
requests for equitable Waiver of 
dimensional control:  this provision 
was created by the new hampshire 
legislature in 1996 to address the 
situations where a good faith error was 
made in the citing of a building or other 
dimensional layout issue.  there were no 
requests for equitable Waiver this year.  
Appeal of an Administrative decision:  
there were two appeals of administrative 
decisions.  one was withdrawn and one 
was continued until January of 2012.
special exceptions:  there was one 
request for special exception which  
was withdrawn  n.














the Construction Code enforcement, 
Zoning Administrator, and health 
offices saw a busier 2011 than 2010 
in durham.  the department oversaw 
the start of demolition on two sites and 
the new construction of two downtown 
buildings along with the start of 142 
dwellings for the Cottages at durham. 
the total number of construction permits 
issued surpassed those of 2010.  
the department has spent considerable 
time with prospective purchasers of 
commercial properties or the design 
teams for current owners anticipating 
redevelopment of their existing properties.  
2012 will see completion of the current 
projects downtown along with the new 
Capstone student housing project out on 
technology drive.
the Zoning Administrator and Zoning 
constRUction peRMits pRocesseD
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2011 ---------------------- 2010 ----------------- 2009
building Permits ------------------------------------- 372 ----------------- 214 ------------- 195
building Permits denied----------------------------- 7 -------------------- 21 --------------- 11
building Permits Withdrawn------------------------ 0 --------------------- 1 ----------------- 1
demolition Permits ----------------------------------- 4 --------------------- 5 ---------------- 12
building Permits on hold -------------------------- 0 --------------------- 0 ----------------- 0
septic Permits/test Pits -----------------------------13 -------------------13 --------------- 11
electric Permits -------------------------------------- 451 ----------------- 241 ------------- 186
Plumbing/mechanical Permits ------------------- 232 ----------------- 105 ------------- 190
total Permits --------------------------------------1079 ----------------606 -------------606
value of building Permits Given -----  $22,250,128 ---- $8,236,632 ---- $9,748,482
Fees Collected for all Permits ------------- $175,562 ---------$77,184 ---------$80,038
bReAkDown oF bUilDing peRMits
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2011 ---------------------- 2010 ----------------- 2009
new single Family house -------------------------56 --------------------6 ----------------- 5
new multi-Family units ---------------------------- 95 -------------------- 7 ---------------- 94
Additions, renovations ----------------------------- 170 ----------------- 177 ------------- 143
Commercial (new & renovations) -------------33 ------------------- 14 --------------- 11
demolition:
    single Family home ----------------------------- 1 --------------------- 1 ----------------- 4
    Commercial building ----------------------------- 0 --------------------- 1 ----------------- 1
    other -------------------------------------------------3 ---------------------3 ----------------- 7
hold/renewals ----------------------------------------- 2 -------------------- 11 --------------- 11
swimming Pools --------------------------------------- 0 --------------------- 1 ----------------- 1
otHeR peRMits
signs ----------------------------------------------------- 20 -------------------18 --------------- 26
sidewalk Cafes -----------------------------------------6 --------------------- 4 ----------------- 6
totals all Permits ---------------------------------386 -----------------243 -------------309
ContinUed on next pAge
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board of Adjustment (ZbA) continued 
hearing cases in 2011 with no major 
increase in volume. the ZbA continues 
to meet the second tuesday of each 
month. requests are reviewed and dealt 
with accordingly, and some difficult 
decisions have been made. the increase 
in construction activities has taken away 
the Code enforcement officer’s time to 
respond to each and every resident’s or 
neighborhood’s complaints; therefore, more 
residents came into the department or 
subsequently brought their concerns to the 
rental housing Commission (rhC). 
interaction continued between town 
and university of new hampshire staff 
along with more active neighborhood 
participation. Concerns expressed by 
residents ultimately helped the Code 
enforcement office, along with some 
new town-wide enforcement policies and 
direction in 2011, to handle the rental 
migration through the efforts of the rental 
housing Commission, town Administrator, 
and the town Council. the town continues 
to look at ways to improve quality of life 
issues for its residents.
the health department experienced no 
activity with West nile virus and eastern 
equine encephalitis again this year as 
in 2009 and 2010. it is hoped that this 
trend will continue in 2012. 
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Adopted the 2012 international 
energy Conservation Code. durham is 
the first municipality in the nation to 
do so through the work of the durham 
energy Committee.
n durham’s Zoning Administrator 
continued correspondence and 
cooperation with the rental housing 
Commission, local realtors, and the 
durham landlords Association. 
n durham’s Code official was 
the recipient of an award from the 
international Code Council (iCC) for a 
50/50 match scholarship award which 
covered travel and attendance at the 
iCC Code.
n Attendance of change hearings 
and the Annual Conference in Phoenix, 
Arizona had a positive impact on the 
department’s budget and provided 
durham with national exposure. 
n durham’s Code official 
participated in the iCC, the new 
hampshire building officials 
Association as vice President, and 
the new hampshire seacoast Code 
officials Association as President 
participating in educational programs, 
meetings, and code development. 
n durham’s Code official continued 
to serve as one of 15 Code officials 
nationwide on the iCC’s education 
Committee. this committee oversees 
educational training programs, 
educational publications, and code 
official training and certification.
n durham’s Code official is one 
of three Code officials in new 
hampshire serving on the northeast 
region (7 states) Coalition board of 
directors for the international Code 
Council for the 3rd consecutive year.
n Continued successful coopera-
tion with neighborhood groups in 
enforcement efforts to provide 
“neighborhood conservation” with 
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FiRe DepARtMent
coRey lAnDRy, cHieF
in 2011, the durham Fire department 
celebrated 100 years of service to the 
town of durham. A plaque was dedicated 
and placed on 58 main street; the 
location of the original durham Fire 
station. in July, a fireman’s parade and 
muster was held through downtown. 
members of the Fire department are 
proud to serve the durham community 
and thank its residents for their support.
each year the department has 
experienced an increase in the number 
of responses for the durham Fire 
department. these increases span a 
myriad of different types of calls for 
service rendered with no one specific type 
of call being attributed to the increase. 
Calls for both the university of new 
hampshire and the town of durham have 
increased equally.
several structure fires occurred this year, 
four of which caused significant damage 
to structures. these included:  1) A five 
bay salt shed and storage building 
on the university of new hampshire 
campus, determined to have been 
arson, and currently under investigation 
by the university of new hampshire 
Police department.  2) A house fire at 
16 edgewood road that displaced four 
people. this fire was deemed accidental 
due to the misuse of a multi-plug 
outlet. 3)  A house fire at 6 rocky lane 
that displaced five people. this was 
an undetermined accidental fire in the 
basement.  4) A house fire at 256 mast 
road that displaced three people. this fire 
was caused by combustibles being stored 
next to a generator. 
several buildings were saved from fire this 
year due to the proper operation of their 
installed sprinkler systems. these buildings 
are located at Jenkins Court and Gables 
residential hall on the university of new 
hampshire campus.
there were several personnel changes 
this past year within the department’s 
Fire Department Administration: (Standing) Corey Landry, Fire Chief; Steven McCusker, Deputy Chief of Fire 
Prevention and Safety; Jason Cleary, Assistant Fire Chief; Melissa Perusse, Administrative Assistant; (Seated) Kristi 
Leclerc, uNH Work Study Intern.   Photo Courtesy of William Lenharth
ContinUed on next pAge
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firefighting family.  in January, Captain 
thomas stano retired after 17 years of 
devoted service to the community. in April, 
Captain Paul marcoux retired after having 
faithfully served the durham community 
for 22 years. With the retirement of 
Captain marcoux, Firefighter Jason best 
was promoted to the rank of Captain 
and took over command of b shift. 
After having served as the department’s 
Fire inspector for the past seven years, 
Firefighter brendan o’sullivan returned to 
the firefighting ranks to fill Jason best’s 
vacancy. Firefighter John Powers was 
hired to fill the open slot, coming to the 
department from bedford, nh where he 
had served a Fire inspector. Firefighter 
Katie everts completed her probation and 
became a permanent full-time member.  
the Call department saw William Page, 
Chris donnelly, John Gosselin, and Christian 
Peta leave to pursue other endeavors, 
while heather tyree, Andrew davis,  
Andrew brenner, and sean mcGann  
joined the ranks.
2011 AccoMplisHMents
n Celebrated 100-year anniversary in 
April with a plaque dedication at 58 
main street—site of the original fire 
station. in July with a fire apparatus 
parade down main street and 
fireman’s muster on unh campus on 
scott hall lawn.
n Chief landry was elected as 
President for the new hampshire Fire 
Chiefs Association.
n Chief landry attended the 
Congressional Fire Caucus in Wash-
ington d.C., and the international 
Association of Fire Chiefs Convention  
in Atlanta, gA.
n Chief landry served on the new 
hampshire state Code review board, 
in addition to beginning a master’s 
degree program at unh.
n deputy Chief mcCusker completed 
his first year of the executive Fire 
officer Program at the national Fire 
Academy in emmitsburg, md.
n Assistant Chief Cleary completed 
his third year of the executive Fire 
officer program.
n A new tanker truck was designed 
and ordered from marion body Works, 
inc. fire apparatus building company 
(delivery expected in spring of 2012).
n After much significant testing and 
evaluation, purchased new state-of-the-
art drager self Contained breathing 
Apparatus, replacing the previous 
interspiro brand which had exceeded 
its 20-year life expectancy.
n Purchased and put in service two 
new 12-lead Philips mX defibrillator/
monitors along with nine new 
Automated external defibrillators 
allowing all durham fire apparatus to 
be adequately equipped.
FiRe inciDents 2011
incident tyPe -----------no. oF incidents
structure Fires ---------------------------- 11
Fires-other: vehicle,  
   brush, dumpster --------------------- 45
emergency medical Calls ----------1054
motor vehicle Accident w/injuries--- 32
motor vehicle Accident  
   w/entrapment – extrication ------- 3
motor vehicle Accident  
   w/no injuries --------------------------- 41
hazardous materials –  
   spills, leak, burst --------------------- 11
Gas leak ------------------------------------ 7
other hazardous Conditions ---------- 3
Fire drills ---------------------------------- 57
service Calls ------------------------------ 61
Assist Police/other  
  Government Agencies --------------- 15
malicious False Alarms ---------------- 40
unintentional False Alarms --------- 167
Alarm system malfunctions -------- 132
Fire Alarm trouble signals----------- 297
Carbon monoxide Alarms ------------ 11
False Calls --------------------------------- 15
elevator rescues ------------------------ 15
wires down/Arcing ------------------- 112
Good intent ------------------------------- 23
smoke/odor investigation ------------ 74
water/water craft/ice rescue -------- 0
searches (land, water) ------------------- 2
Knox box installation ------------------ 11
burn Permit inspections --------------- 45
lock-outs ---------------------------------- 20
Water Problem / leak----------------- 17
public Assist ------------------------------- 88
misc. other Categories -------------- 192
total calls for 2011  
(increase of 290 calls or 12%) -----2601
total calls for 2010 ------------2311
Grand Marshal, Shirley Thompson, waves at bystanders during the Durham Fire Department’s 100th 
anniversary parade on July 23, 2011. She is accompanied by Captain James Brown, driving the department’s 
1931 Seagrave fire truck, and Call Firefighter, Phil Beaudoin, along with “Sparky” the Fire Dog.   Photo Courtesy 
of: EJ Hersom/Staff photographer, Foster’s Daily Democrat.
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n Purchased and put into service 
a new compact bullard eclipse 
thermal imaging Camera  
on engine i.
n hired university of new 
hampshire student Kristi leclerc a 
work study intern.
n hosted and had personnel 
certified as Aerial Apparatus 
operators through the new 
hampshire Fire Academy.
n set up a unified Command 
Center at the Fire department 
during tropical storm irene and 
successfully handled all requests for 
fire, police, ems, and public works 
service for the town and university 
of new hampshire campus.
n Put into service a new, more 
cost-effective text paging system 
used for recalling firefighters during 
major emergencies or incidents. this 
also allows for a better system for 
tracking responding personnel.
n Firefighters scott Campbell, Artie 
boutin, and Peter leavitt invested 
many hours teaching CPr to 
durham Police officers, as well as 
town residents.
n durham Professional Firefighters 
started the FAster program at the 
middle school.
goAls FoR 2011:
n Complete the financial plan for 
funding of a new fire station.
n secure funding for completion of 
station building plans in order to be 
shovel-ready as soon as possible.
n Fill and reactivate the Fire 
inspector’s position to assist with 
fire prevention, investigation, and 
inspection duties.  n
FiRe wARDen
coRey lAnDRey, FiRe cHieF
the durham Fire department responded 
to seven brush fires in 2011. All fires were 
relatively small and brought under control 
quickly.
Permits for open burning are available 
seven days a week. Please call first to 
ensure that the Fire department is issuing 
permits since weather plays a significant 
role in this determination. A reminder that 
residents who burn frequently in the same 
location can obtain an annual permit; 
McgRegoR 
MeMoRiAl eMs
eRic jAegAR,  
geneRAl MAnAgeR
mcGregor memorial ems (formerly 
durham Ambulance Corps) is a regional, 
non-profit organization with a four decade 
tradition of providing emergency medical 
services and education to the communities 
of durham and the university of new 
hampshire, as well as lee and madbury.  
in 2011, mcGregor continued to deliver 
exemplary service to the town of 
durham at very low cost to the town 
and its taxpayers. town residents and 
university of new hampshire students 
volunteered nearly 30,000 hours of 
time ensuring that an ambulance was 
available when residents called and saving 
the communities hundreds of thousands 
of dollars. this level of volunteering has 
McGregor Paramedics load a badly injured accident victim into a MedFlight helicopter with the help of local Fire 
Departments.   Photo Courtesy of McGregor Memorial EMS
ContinUed on next pAge
however, they are still required to call 
the fire station for a daily fire awareness 
status. this permit eliminates the frequent 
trip to the fire station to obtain a permit. 
no permit is required with adequate 
snow cover, which by definition is six 
inches of snow surrounding the burn pile 
for the length in equal to the height of 
the pile. residents are asked to call the 
Fire department before starting to burn 
to reduce unnecessary responses by the 
department.
For any questions on brush permits please 
call the Fire department at 868-5531. 
remember, practice fire safety each and 
every day.  n
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made mcGregor ems perhaps the single 
largest volunteer activity for people 
living in southern new hampshire. its 
educational programs remain strong, 
helping to subsidize the cost of delivering 
ems services. mcGregor continues to be 
on solid financial footing. due to its own 
budgetary challenges, the university of 
new hampshire unexpectedly began 
charging mcGregor $22,000 a year for 
dispatching services. Fortunately, the 
organization has been able to absorb half 
the cost, limiting the increase in cost to 
the communities it serves.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n had a near perfect record of 
availability, requiring assistance from 
other towns for only one call that 
would normally have been covered by 
mcgregor.
n responded to a record number of 
ems calls.
n As call volume continues to 
increase, the organization is frequently 
employing three (sometimes even four) 
ambulances to meet the needs of the 
community.
n nearly 30,000 hours volunteered.
n began the process of purchasing 
a replacement ambulance for the 
organization’s oldest ambulance.
n began the process of purchasing 
a replacement Paramedic intercept 
vehicle.
n Continued with a successful, 
competitive recruiting process. 
residents interested in volunteering 
for the organization should email 
volunteer@mcgregorems.org.
n Continued to decrease the use of 
emergency lights and sirens, using a 
nationally-certified system that has 
increased the safety of emergency 
responses for low acuity calls.
n Continued to decrease the use of 
personal vehicles by emts responding 
to emergencies.
n Provided medical and nutritional 
rehabilitation to durham Fire 
department personnel at structure 
fires and other major events.
n hosted the third annual Focus 
ems Conference, providing local emts 
and firefighters with the opportunity  
to receive high-quality continuing  
ems education.
n held multiple CPr and First 
Aid trainings in the durham Public 
library and in the oyster river schools 
(statewide mcGregor trained over 
3000 Community CPr heroes).
mcGregor ems as occupied its current 
station facility for over two decades, 
and the space increasingly is unable to 
accommodate the organization’s growing 
operations. in addition, the quality of 
the space, which is leased from unh, 
is poor. Finally, while the space used to 
be provided for free, unh has begun 
charging $29,000 a year for the space; a 
cost that mcGregor has absorbed without 
additional cost to the communities. As a 
result, mcGregor is beginning a planning 
process that will hopefully result in a 
new facility within the next five to seven 
years. As part of this process, it intends 
to launch a multi-year capital fund-raising 
campaign. While the organization has a 
small amount of seed money for facility 
improvements, tight community budgets 
over the last several years have prevented 
any further growing of this reserve.  
mcGregor maintains a commitment to 
excellence and prides itself on being one 
of the most cost-effective, highly trained, 
and professionally organized ambulance 
services in the state. Compassionate 
service is the hallmark of the organization. 
to learn more about mcGregor, visit www.
mcgregorems.org  or call 862-3674. n
cAll volUMe tRenDs 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Annual Calls ------------------------------- 1781 ------1604 ----1618 ------1442----- 1512




this is the sixteenth annual report 
i have completed during my tenure 
as Police Chief for the durham 
community.  reflecting upon how 
quickly time moves forward offers an 
opportunity for me to ensure that 
systems are in place that regardless 
of what year, what incident, or which 
officer addresses an issue there will 
be consistency in how the Police 
department provides professional 
services.  it is the department’s goal 
to do so in a cost-efficient manner 
while continuously reflecting the 
desires of the entire community.  
Although this may sound cliché, i 
can assure the residents of durham 
that every member of the Police 
department attempts to meet the 
citizens’ needs in the same manner 
they would want if the roles were 
reversed.  
With the retirement of Captain sean 
Kelly after 20 years of impeccable 
service in June of 2011, david 
holmstock was promoted from 
detective sergeant to Captain 
overseeing all administrative functions 
of the agency.  sergeant Frank 
daly was assigned to oversee the 
detective function, detective danny 
brooks was promoted to sergeant to 
oversee the midnight patrol shift, and 
officer Jennifer Kelly was assigned to 
detectives.  regrettably, due to the 
poor economic environment, a desire 
to keep costs contained, and the void 
created by Captain Kelly’s retirement 
causing the subsequent “domino 
effect” movement within the agency, 
there now exists a patrol officer 
vacancy which leaves the department 
with 18 officers and not the authorized 
strength of 19. 
demands upon the department, 
coupled with a significant increase 
in calls for service regarding noise 
and disruptive behavior during late 
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night hours, has necessitated prioritizing 
service requests by severity and the 
nature of the call.  this reality has left 
a number of citizens living in close 
proximity to student housing or rentals 
deeply concerned about their quality of 
life with late night disturbances becoming 
more the norm than the rarity.  While 
the agency has continuously sought 
alternative strategies that would diminish 
disruptions during the late night hours 
without additional personnel, there 
appears to be no immediate solution.  
While the department is seeking various 
approaches, it is clear that any successful 
strategy must include multiple partners.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Continued to work collaboratively 
with the durham landlord Association 
seeking mechanisms that will enhance 
their business environment while 
reducing the need of police to respond 
to rental property.
n maintained the department’s 
nationally accredited standing and 
gained “excellence status”, the highest 
award possible, at the Commission 
meeting in July held in Cincinnati, ohio.
n developed a grant proposal that 
resulted in the award of $26,000 to 
install mobile data terminals (mdt) 
in each marked police cruiser.  this will 
allow for technology to be literally at 
the fingertips of the police officers as 
they patrol durham.
n began the process of creating a 
volunteers in Policing service (viPs) 
program to take advantage of citizens 
interest in assisting the department 
with support services such as data 
analysis and other support services.
the durham Police department 
continues to work collaboratively within a 
community policing philosophy to provide 
excellent law enforcement services to 
durham residents. the department is 
also committed to maintaining an open 
dialogue between the police and residents 
to create and sustain an environment 
where we learn to help one another.  
i would like to thank the members of 
the durham Police department for their 
commitment to this community and the 
countless contributions they have made 
over this past year.  We look forward to 
working together in providing the level 
of service that the durham community 
has come to expect from its’ police 
department.  n
Durham Police Department. Front Row (l-r): Dick Martin, Part-time Clerk; Jennifer Johnson, Administrative Assistant; Edward Levesque, Parking Enforcement Officer; Thomas 
Kilroy, Patrol Officer; Lauren Treacy, Intern; Dawn Mitchell, Administrative Assistant.
Second Row (l-r): Kathryn Mone, Sergeant; Holly Malasky, School Resource Officer; Michael Bilodeau, Sergeant; Rene Kelly, Deputy Chief; David Kurz, Chief; Sean Kelly, Captain 
(retired); Matthew Brown, Patrol Officer; Frank Daly, Detective Sergeant; Pamela Donley, Patrol Officer.
Third Row (l-r): Michelle Montville, Patrol Officer; Johnathan Lavoie, Patrol Officer; Jack Dalton, Sergeant; Nicholas Glowacki, Patrol Officer; David Holmstock, Captain; Thomas 
Kilroy, Patrol Officer; Daniel Brooks, Sergeant; Edward Cilley, Part-time Evidence Technician; Jennifer Kelly, Detective.
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As in past years, 2011 proved to 
be another very challenging year for 
the department of Public Works. the 
department completed all remaining 
stimulus projects that were started in 
2010. the President’s stimulus package, 
known as American recovery and 
reinvestment Act of 2009 (ArrA), allowed 
municipalities to apply for utility, energy, 
and infrastructure projects that were 
“shovel ready”. the department of Public 
Works applied for twenty-four projects; 
the most in the state from a municipality. 
the town was eventually awarded seven 
projects--once again the most in new 
hampshire for funding from the ArrA 
program. the funding formulas ranged 
from 30% -100% reimbursement. the four 
remaining projects listed below continued 
to dominate the time of administrative 
staff for the majority of 2011. 
n replacement of the aeration 
blowers at the Wastewater treatment 
plant.
n engineering of the Pump test 
and Artificial recharge system at the 
spruce hole Well site.
n rehabilitation of the dover road 
Wastewater Pump station.
n led retrofitting of all street lighting 
along the main street corridor.
2011 continued to be a very challenging 
time regarding weather.  Public works, 
fire, and police were kept busy with 
heavy snow, dangerous icing, and even a 
hurricane which stranded some durham 
residents for up to five days without 
electricity. Public works administration 
secured Federal emergency management 
Agency (FemA) disaster relief funding for 
two such events.
the town and department of Public 
Works continue to educate and challenge 
staff to meet the needs of a vibrant 
community. the department continues 
to advance its technology in an effort to 
increase utility infrastructure systems to 
better enhance the commercial tax base. 
ContinUed on next pAge
DPW Administration (l-r): Janice Richard, Assistant to the Director of Public Works; April Talon, Assistant Town 
Engineer; Douglas Bullen, Assistant Operations Director; David Cedarholm, Town Engineer; Michael Lynch, 
Director of Public Works.   Photo Courtesy of Department of Public Works
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As in past years the roadway resurfacing 
program was top priority in 2011. the 
following roads were resurfaced during 
2011:  back river road, bucks hill road, 
Cormorant Circle, daisy drive, davis Avenue, 
emerson road, Jenkins Court, Partridgeberry 
lane, razorbill Circle, shearwater street, 
sumac lane, and Woodman road. the 
department also reconstructed Croghan 
lane. i am very thankful that the town 
continues to support the road resurfacing 
program and understands how vital this 
program is to the town’s transportation 
system.  Good roads benefit all residents 
and provide a sense of community pride 
and economic development. 
the remediation and revitalization of 
the former Craig supply property, now 
known as the depot road Parking 
Facility, continued in 2011.  in 2009 
a $200,000 grant from the united 
states environmental Protection Agency 
allowed the department of Public Works 
to renovate/repair the 7-foot diameter 
concrete box culvert that carries reservoir 
brook under the depot road site.  
other accomplishments in 2011 included 
the replacement of a 2000 utility truck 
and aerial lift with the purchase of a new 
utility truck with aerial lift. Construction was 
also started of the $1,000,400 denial Fish 
ladder at the Wiswall dam. residents may 
recall that the department of Public Works 
secured a $1,000,000 grant from the 
natural resources Conservation service 
for the denial Fish ladder. this project 
will open up 38 additional miles of the 
lamprey river to several species of fish. 
the department, with a state highway 
grant, also completed safety improvements 
at the morgan Way/route 4 intersection. 
the department was also honored to 
undertake historical preservation of the 
100+ old smith Chapel on mill Pond road. 
goAls FoR 2012:
n Continue engineering of an 
additional water supply well at the 
spruce hole Aquifer located off of 
Packers Falls road.
n Perform roadway resurfacing of 
bagdad road, oyster river road, Pettee 
brook lane, and valentine hill road. 
the department has also scheduled 
reclamation and paving of magrath 
road, sunnyside drive, Willey road, and 
the first half of Wiswall road.
n Complete the Wiswall dam/denial 
Fish ladder rehabilitation.
n implement additional speed tables 
to calm traffic with the award of a 
safe routes to school Grant from 
the new hampshire department of 
transportation.
n Complete new water, wastewater, 
and storm water ordinances.
n Complete engineering/construction 
of sewer collection system repairs in 
the edgewood road/davis Avenue area.
n replace the 12-year-old 
international dump truck.
n Possibly initiate repairs at the 
oyster river dam.
n Complete repairs to the thompson 
lane drainage system.
n Complete the led street lighting 
conversion along the main street 
corridor.
n Complete structural repairs at the 
smith Chapel on mill Pond road.
n replace an 18-year-old sidewalk 
snow plow tractor.
n Complete a traffic calming 
renovation project along the Pettee 
brook lane corridor.
n Conduct engineering analysis of the 
main street railroad bridge.
n Anticipated receipt of hazard 
mitigation Funding from FemA for 
engineering of the bennett road 
flooding issues.
in closing, i would like to once again 
say what a pleasure it was to serve the 
residents of durham in 2011. i would also 
like to thank the staff of the department 
of Public Works for a great year as we 
look forward to continuing to make 
durham a very special place to live and 
work in 2012.  n
opeRAtions 
Division 
DoUglAs bUllen, AssistAnt 
DiRectoR FoR opeRAtions
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
the operations division assures 
residents that it is doing everything 
possible to reduce expenditures without 
affecting services. this is something that 
is reviewed on a daily basis and will 
continue to be monitored every year 
regardless of the economic situation.
n responded to 17 weather-
related events.
n Completed the 2011 road 
program on time and within budget. 
Gmi Paving of meredith, n.h. was 
the low bid contractor for this 
year. town crews also completed 
drainage and sidewalk repairs on 
the various roads.
n Completed the fall and spring 
town-wide clean up. over 40 tons 
of bulky material was collected and 
processed. A little less than 7 tons 
of brush/leaves were also collected.
n made drainage improvements 
to dame road and other roadways.
n Cleaned and inspected 175 
catch basins.
n Painted all center and edge 
markings on roadways. Completed 
crosswalk, colored walks, and 
symbol painting.
n screened over 5000 cubic yards 
of gravel to be used for winter road 
treatment. the finished product of 
sand will be mixed with salt. this 
material comes from the town- 
owned pit on Packers Falls road.
n maintained and serviced town-
owned vehicles.
n maintained all town-owned 
parks, land, and buildings.
n Assisted with the 4th of July 
Celebration.  n
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time), Mark Wheat, Burton Austin, Brian Beers, Shane 




DoUglAs bUllen, AssistAnt 
DiRectoR FoR opeRAtions
A continued rebound in the recycling 
market made for a great year in 2011. 
Paper and cardboard prices remained 
high as well as metal. 2012 should be 
an interesting and exciting year and 
the division will continue to market its 
materials in a manner that makes both a 
sound fiscal and environmental sense.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Completed fall and spring 
residential curbside collection programs.
n revised and distributed the yearly 
informational newsletter.
n Continued to explore all options 
and methods for disposal and recycling 
programs.
n maintained employee new 
hampshire department of 
environmental services solid waste 
certifications through training programs.
n Continued to monitor the single 
stream collection program for the 
Friday commercial collection.  n
soliD wAste Division 2011 stAtistics
Tons Of Material Marketed ------------------------------------2011 ----------------------2010 ----------------- 2009
RecyclAble MAteRiAl:
mixed paper ----------------------------------------- 340 ------------------355-------------- 346
Cardboard --------------------------------------------- 130 ------------------157-------------- 163
scrap metal-------------------------------------------- 39 --------------------75 --------------- 94
Car batteries ------------------------------------------- 2 ----------------------1 ----------------- 5
single stream ------------------------------------------ 62 ------------------- n/a ---------------n/a
totals -------------------------------------------------- 573----------------- 588 -------------608
recycling revenue ------------------------------- $61,249 ------------$45,296 -------$23,811
tip Fee Avoidance ------------------------------- $38,466 ------------$46,817 ------- $40,523
otHeR MAteRiAl RecycleD
Commingled Containers -------------------------- 301 ------------------324-------------- 317
Car tires ------------------------------------------------- 9 ----------------------6 ----------------- 5
Waste oil—gallons -------------------------------- 728 ------------------678-------------- 759
Antifreeze—gallons ---------------------------------- 0 --------------------110---------------- 0
leaves --------------------------------------------------- 18 --------------------17 --------------- 19
electronics ---------------------------------------------- 17 --------------------12 --------------- 18
Propane tanks—each ----------------------------- 189 --------------------0 ----------------- 0
MAteRiAls DisposeD
Curbside Collection -------------------------------- 1578 ----------------1638 ------------ 1688
bulky Waste ------------------------------------------ 180 ------------------150-------------- 132
Construction & demolition ----------------------- 194 ------------------233-------------- 208
electronic stickers sold ---------------------------- 626 ------------------571-------------- 606
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town engineeR
DAviD ceDARHolM p.e.
the engineering division of the 
department of Public Works continued 
to carry out a broad range of projects 
in 2011 involving the town’s water, 
stormwater and wastewater systems, 
dams, roadways, and more. the addition 
of an Assistant town engineer position 
enhanced overall responsiveness and 
allowed for the design and construction of 
some key in-house projects to occur.  in 
addition, the engineering division provided 
technical support to town staff, committees, 
boards, and residents who had questions 
or concerns about town infrastructure, 
drainage, and other technical issues. 
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n depot road Culvert rehabilitation 
– Complete
n spruce hole Well and Artificial 
recharge – Permitting and Pilot tests 
underway
n dover road Wastewater Pump 
station rehabilitation - Complete
n Wastewater treatment Plant 
Aeration blower upgrades – Complete
n Wastewater treatment Plant 
dewatering upgrades - design initiated
n old Concord road Wastewater 
Pump station rehabilitation - design 
initiated
n Wiswall Fish ladder & dam repairs 
- Construction nearing Completion
n 401 Water Quality Certificate 
management and Flow monitoring
n lamprey river Protected instream 
Flow study – Water management Plan 
nearing Completion 
n wastewater inflow/infiltration 
removal Projects - strafford/Woodside 
Completed & Garrison/davis design 
initiated
n Annual sewer manhole repair/
replacement Program – Continued
n Wastewater Facilities Plan update 
- nearing Completion
n stormwater site Plan & subdivision 
regulation update - Complete 
n madbury road traffic Configuration 
improvements – Complete
n downtown bike Paths - nearly 
Complete
n madbury/Pettee brook Parking lot 
bioretention structure - Complete
n sewer and Water extension 
Projects – durham Cottages & sophie 
lane developments
n landfill Post-Closure monitoring - 
Continued
n morgan Way/route 4 intersection 
improvements - Construction Completed
n oyster river dam repairs – 
Concrete study Complete
n madbury & bagdad rd road 
speed tables – Complete
n Great bay nutrient impairment 
management- Continued 
n Continued infrastructure mapping 
and development of Geographic 
information system (Gis) - Continued
We were successful in finishing a number 
of large projects that were federally 
funded through the American recovery 
and reinvestment Act with grants 
totaling $2.2 million. the construction 
of the Wiswall dam repairs and Fish 
ladder, partially funded by a $1.1 million 
federal grant from the natural resources 
Conservation service (nrCs), will be 98% 
complete on January 1, 2012.  engineering 
technicians Jon Coulp-yu and ryan 
mastromarino provided nearly full-time 
inspection of the water and sewer system 
installations at the durham Cottages 
development on technology drive with all 
expenses covered by the developer. We 
continue to provide technical advice to 
residents on many types of issues.
Please do not hesitate to contact town 
engineer david Cedarholm or Assistant 
town engineer April talon at 868-5578 
with technical questions (including 
drainage, water conservation, hydrology, 
etc.).  Although, the division cannot design 
a fix on private property, there may be 
other options available.  n
In October, youngsters from the Oyster River Parents of Preschoolers visited the Department of Public Works 
and toured the facility.   Photo Courtesy of Loren Selig





during 2011, staff worked diligently in 
optimizing the plant through the year by 
making the Wastewater treatment Plant 
discharge the best quality and with the 
lowest nitrogen levels in the seacoast.
in July, the new dover road sewage pump 
station was completed and put on-line. 
the original pump station was built in 
1965 and was quite antiquated. due 
to its new state-of-the-art design and 
technology, this station will be trouble and 
odor free. the exterior was also upgraded 
with a pleasing design.
Working with Wright-Pierce engineering 
and s.u.r. contractors, approximately1500 
feet of the sewer collection system in 
the Woodside/strafford Avenue area was 
relined, replaced, and upgraded to improve 
the sewage pipes and remove any 
infiltration of unnecessary ground water.
the old Concord road sewage pumping 
station is currently going through the 
design phase through Wright-Pierce 
engineering. this pump station is being 
upgraded to handle additional flow from 
the western section of town. this pump 
station is thirty years old and will be built 
with the latest technologies to handle 
future flows.
the Wastewater division worked 
extensively with Wright-Pierce engineering 
on the ten-year facilities plan. this plan will 
ensure that the treatment plant is on the 
cutting edge of optimizing the treatment, 
the foresight of equipment replacement, 
as well as being ahead of any new permit 
issues that may arise. 
once again, staff was busy as ever. With 
hurricane irene and a pre-halloween 
storm that rolled through, staff worked 
many extra hours ensuring that the 
treatment plant performed exceptionally 
through extended periods of power loss.
in July, after serving as lab technician for 
11 years, Cara Cumuso-reed semi-retired 
to move onto better things. she and 
ricky will be missed by everyone. After an 
extensive search, nicholas shonka was 
hired as the new lab technician with much 
credit to his past lab skills and knowledge. 
he is a huge asset to the town and the 
treatment plant. 
wAstewAteR Division stAtistics
 2009 2010 2011 
Permit PArAmeters Avg. totAl Avg. totAl Avg. totAl
Avg Flow mGd --------------------------------------- 0.97 --------------------0.96 -------------- 0.92
Average influent Flow mGd ----------------------0.87 --------------------0.89 --------------0.85
effluent tss (mG/l) --------------------------------- 5.5 ----------------------4.6 ----------------5.6
Avg.% tss removal min. 85% ------------------ 97.1 -------------------- 98.0 -------------- 97.1
effluent bod (mG/l) -------------------------------4.6 ----------------------4.8 ---------------- 5.2
Avg.% bod removal min. 85% --------------- 97.2 -------------------- 97.6 -------------- 97.4
Total Effluent Flow (MG) ----------------- 352 ------------------- 347 ------------- 334 
Total Influent Flow (MG) ----------------- 316 ------------------- 324 ------------- 308
septage received (Gal.) --------------------130,000 ---------------88,000 --------- 111,300
MgD -- Million gallons per Day Mg/l ---- Milligrams per litre
tss----- total suspended solids Mg ------ Million gallons
boD --- biochemical oxygen Demand gal ------ gallons
Wastewater Division (l-r): Daniel (Max) Driscoll, Daniel Peterson, Superintendent; Steve Goodwin, Lloyd Gifford 
and Nicholas Shonka.   Photo Courtesy of Department of Public Works
Congratulations go out to daniel “max” 
driscoll and his team, “seacoast sewer 
snakes” for winning 1st place in division 
ii, operators Challenge in los Angeles, 
California. max is one of the five team 
members that completed the challenge. 
the team consists of the best wastewater 
operators from new england. the staff is 
very proud of their accomplishment.  n
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wAteR Division
DoUglAs bUllen, AssistAnt 
DiRectoR FoR opeRAtions
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Conducted inspections of all town 
water facilities.
n monitored all water production at 
the lee well and its incorporation into 
the system.
n Conducted testing for lead, copper, 
and bacteria as required by the 
environmental Protection Agency (ePA) 
and the new hampshire department 
of environmental services (nhdes).
n Worked with the university of 
new hampshire Water department 
and the Wastewater treatment Plant 
to produce potable water to the 
unh/ durham water system.
n Flushed and inspected all water 
main lines and gates in cooperation 
with the unh Water department.
n Completed fall and spring water 
readings.
n replaced 6 meters and installed 5 
new.
n installed 2 new hydrants and 
replaced 1.
n repaired water main breaks in 8 
locations.   n 
In October, a new culvert was installed under the Depot Road Brownfields site next to the Durham/uNH train station. The Town received $185,000 from the Environmental 
Protection Agency. The work was done as part of the second EPA Brownfields cleanup grant at the remediated Depot Road site.   Photo Courtesy of the Dept. of Public Works
CommUnity ACtion pArtnership oF strAFFord CoUnty
CrossroAds hoUse, inC
homeless Center For strAFFord CoUnty
sexUAl AssAUlt sUpport serviCes
strAFFord regionAl plAnning Commission
the homemAKers heAlth serviCes
town sUppoRteD 
oRgAniZAtions






betsey AnDRews pARkeR, 
eXecUtive DiRectoR
Community Action Partnership (CAP) of 
strafford County is a 501(c)(3) private 
non-profit organization established in 
1965 under the provisions of the equal 
opportunity Act of 1964. CAP works with 
community, state, and federal partners to 
assist more than 10,000 people each year, 
and the majority of program participants 
have extremely low incomes (below 75 
percent of the federal poverty threshold). 
CAP’s mission is to assist these clients 
to become or remain financially and 
socially independent through a variety of 
coordinated programs. 
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Provided $3.8 million in federal 
fuel assistance to 4,333 qualified 
households in strafford County during 
the 2010-11 heating season. A total of 
26 households received $10,448 in fuel 
assistance (an average benefit is $760). 
n Weatherized five homes in 
durham for an investment of $11,650.
homes that have been improved 
through CAP’s Weatherization program 
save an average of $440 in heating 
and cooling costs annually. 
n Provided the senior transportation 
bus offering low-cost rides to anyone 
age 60 and over to shops, grocery 
stores, and pharmacies four days a 
week, including an estimated 100 rides 
for durham residents this year. 
n overhauled CAP’s website (now at 
www.straffordcap.org) to make it more 
user- friendly, launched @straffordCAP 
ContinUed on next pAge
The Community Action Partnership (CAP) senior transportation bus offers low-cost rides to anyone age 60 and 
over to shops, grocery stores, and pharmacies   Photo Courtesy of Community Action Partnership
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on twitter, and unveiled a new name 
and logo to better promote programs 
and services.
Without the services provided by CAP, 
many local residents would be without a 
means to provide for their basic needs, 
including food, education, child care, utilities 
assistance, job training and employment 
services, transportation, emergency shelter, 
assistance with obtaining and retaining 
housing and referrals to other agencies. in 
addition its administrative office located 
in dover, CAP maintains its outreach 
capacity by operating offices in dover, 
Farmington, and rochester and head 
start Centers in dover, Farmington, milton, 
rochester, and somersworth. Additionally, 
we operate emergency food pantries in 
dover, Farmington, and milton, and provide 
meals to more than 10,000 individuals 
annually.
the Community Action Partnership of 
strafford County has 130 employees 
and a $12 million operating budget. the 
agency receives federal, state, and local 
funding as well as united Way grants, 
foundation and charitable grants, fees for 
service, private business, and individual 
donations. however, funding at all levels 
has decreased this year, and changes 
have been made to streamline operations 
in order to continue to provide quality 
services to all those who qualify. 
in 2012, Community Action Partnership 
of strafford County will focus on its efforts 
to educate and advocate on behalf of 
low-income individuals and families at 
the local, state, and federal level through 
coordinated efforts with its myriad 
community partners.
to learn more about Community Action 




cHRis steRnDAle, eXecUtive 
DiRectoR
homelessness continues to be 
widespread in new hampshire. A one-
day count of homeless people in January 
found 21 families and 44 individuals 
in strafford County alone. residents 
throughout the region continue to 
struggle with the cost of housing, which 
is often compounded by transportation 
and child care costs, substance abuse, or 
mental illness.
cross roads House provides:
n emergency and transitional shelter.
n dinner seven nights per week.
n needs assessments and case 
management services.
n Access to a variety of services 
on-site (e.g., mental health and 
substance abuse counseling).
n referrals to services throughout the 
community (e.g., public housing and 
medical care).
n support and direction for returning 
to permanent housing.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n in the year ended June 30, 2011, 
Cross roads house sheltered 419 
people, including 28 families with  
50 children.  
n 65% of families and 59% of 
individuals leaving the transitional 
program moved directly to permanent 
housing or long-term programs.  none 
returned for emergency shelter.
n An additional 13 families and 9 
single adults (including a durham 
resident) were placed in permanent 
housing through the rapid re-housing 
program.  
n volunteers prepared and ser-
ved nearly 20,000 meals.  Among 
the Cross roads house volunteers 
from durham were several members 
of st. George’s episcopal Church 
and university of new hampshire 
students from the Catholic students 
organization and organic Garden- 
ing Club.
goAls FoR 2012:
n Complete the renovation of the 
family transitional building, adding 
capacity for 6-8 more families.
n secure funding to continue rapid 
re-housing program and pilot on-site 
vocational training for residents.
n reduce the length of visits and 
increase the number or residents 
moving directly to permanent housing.
less than one-third of Cross roads 
house’s costs are covered by state and 
federal grants, and the organization 
depends upon municipalities to help 
deliver its services.  over the years, the 
residents of durham have generously 
supported Cross roads house. thank you 
for continuing to support this effort.
to learn more about Cross roads house, 
inc., visit www.crossroadshouse.org.  n




sUsAn M. FoRD,  
eXecUtive DiRectoR
the primary mission of the homeless 
Center for strafford County (hCsC) is to 
provide safe emergency overnight shelter 
for single women and families during the 
winter months.  A secondary mission is 
to promote within its residents a sense 
of self-sufficiency by providing case 
management to each individual. 
under nh rsA 165, every community 
is required to “relieve” a homeless 
person who asks for assistance. the 
shelter provides this service as opposed 
to costly motel/hotel stays.  one of the 
best benefits to a town or city in having 
a local shelter is to save town funding 
in the long run.  When a client is sent 
to a shelter not only is it less expensive 
than a hotel or motel stay but the client 
gets the necessary case management 
at a shelter.  this case management is 
critical to their success on the path to 
self sufficiency.  
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n housed 97 individuals, 43 
households, and 45 Children
n Provided an emergency shelter 
option.
n Provided case management.
n Provided nutrition classes, and 
parenting assistance.
n Provided a community resource 
building.
n Provided clothing, food, prescrip-
tion aid, bus passes, and gas cards.
some of the services that the homeless 
Center has provided to residents in the 





n Job search and interviewing skills
n emergency Food Pantry
n Clothing Closet
n transitional housing. there are 
currently three apartment units for 
rental of 18-24 months for families 
working on long-term goals.
goAls FoR 2012:
one goal, now in the process of being 
realized, is the expansion of the “over 
flow” area to a more permanent 
solution.  on occasion the shelter would 
have more people needing shelter than 
bedrooms would accommodate and it 
would “put someone up” in one of the 
common areas such as the living room 
or playroom.  While accomplishing the 
goal of sheltering someone, this does 
not address a person’s need for privacy. 
the hsCs is currently in the process of 
consolidating the play room to be the 
main living room for the shelter and 
enclosing the old living room to become 
the permanent “single female bed 
space”.  this not only raises the number 
of people that can be served at any 
given time as it opens up all of the six 
bedrooms of families, but allows singles 
to have an enclosed room for the 
privacy that every individual deserves.
A second goal of the shelter is to 
expand some of the classes that will be 
offered, including: parenting classes, job 
searching techniques, resume writing, 
and interviewing skills.
beyond the primary mission to aid the 
homeless population, the homeless 
Center encourages related activities 
including recruitment, training, scheduling, 
and support to the volunteers during 
the operating season.  hCsC also 
engages with other local agencies in 
a coordinated and focused effort to 
provide for and meet the needs of 
the homeless population throughout 
strafford County.




kAtHy beebe,  
eXecUtive DiRectoR
sexual Assault support services (sAss) 
is committed to providing school and 
community education programs to help 
prevent sexual violence and guarantee 
appropriate response and support for the 
survivors to help them in their recovery 
process. in order to accomplish this, sAss 
provides the following services:
n 24-hour toll-free rape crisis hotline 
1 (888) 747-7070.
n Advocacy (medical, emotional, and 
legal) for survivors of sexual assault.
n support groups for survivors, their 
parents, and partners.
n “safe Kids, strong teens” prevention 
education programs.
n Community service referrals.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Continued an ongoing community 
outreach campaign utilizing 
newspapers, posters, and stickers 
about the toll-free crisis hotline and 
information and referral services. 
n Provided community outreach 
regarding support groups available to 
survivors, parents, and partners.
n Presented our “safe Kids, strong 
teens” prevention education programs 
in durham schools reaching 361 
students, 49 teachers, and other adults.
n Provided information referrals to 
eight durham residents.
n Provided in-person accompaniment 
(to the police, hospital, or courts) to 
two durham residents.
in 2012, sAss will continue to provide 
outreach and provisions of all services to 
residents of the durham community. to 
learn more about sexual Assault support 
services, visit www.sassnh.org.  n





cyntHiA copelAnD,  
Aicp, eXecUtive DiRectoR
strafford regional Planning Commission 
(srPC), a political subdivision of the state 
of new hampshire, serves in an advisory 
role to the town of durham and seventeen 
other communities. srPC provides 
planning services to assist officials, 
boards, and citizens in managing growth 
and development and fostering regional 
collaborative efforts. 
srPC’s professional staff offers a range of 
planning services in transportation, land use, 
economic development, hazard mitigation, 
natural resources, and geographic 
information systems (Gis) mapping and 
analysis. these services are available in 
customized modes to meet the diverse 
needs of communities. Access is also 
provided to srPC educational resources 
including its website, library, workshops and 
forums, and customized training. 
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Collaborated with durham 
officials and businesses to 
create the 2011-2015 strafford 
regional Comprehensive economic 
development strategy including 
durham priority projects list.
n met with town officials and the 
university of new hampshire to solicit 
transportation projects for the new 
hampshire transportation ten-year 
Plan and the strafford transportation 
long-range plan.
n Worked with citizens, state 
agencies, and officials to track and 
promote the route 108 bike shoulder 
and highway reconfiguration project 
to keep it in the new hampshire 
transportation ten-year Plan and the 
strafford transportation improvement 
Program.
n Provided a PowerPoint presentation 
to the Planning board on fluvial erosion 
hazards and cost-effective ways to 
reduce damages from fluvial erosion.
n Conducted seven speed traffic 
counts to support local planning efforts 
and federal grant applications.
n Created a conservation lands map 
and data information for town Council 
vote on land use Change tax (luCt) 
usage. 
n updated the following map sets 
for use by town staff and residents:  
conservation lands, water resources, 
transportation, community features, 
aerial, and land use.
n Assisted the university of new 
hampshire’s transportation services 
in securing over $2.2 million in federal 
Congestion mitigation and Air Quality 
(CmAQ) grant funds to support 
Wildcat transit service between 
durham and rochester via route 125, 
fleet replacement, and automated 
vehicle location (Avl) technology.
n Assisted the university of new 
hampshire’s campus planning staff in 
developing their Google transit feed for 
Wildcat transit.
n Collected broadband internet 
data from durham’s “community 
anchor institutions” as part of the 
new hampshire broadband mapping 
Project.
n set up a web-based tool to track 
energy usage in town buildings for 
future benchmarks as part of the new 
hampshire energy technical Assistance 
Program. 
n Worked with town officials 
to schedule town building energy 
assessment as part of the new 
hampshire energy technical Assistance 
Program.
n Worked in coordination with town 
consultant to assist with edits and 
recommendations for the energy 
Chapter of the town master Plan.
n Worked with town officials to 
complete and update their local 
hazard mitigation Plan.
n Provided safe routes to school 
Grant Application assistance.
n distributed new hampshire 
Planning and land use regulation 
books to local land use boards.
goAls FoR 2012: 
n implement the Action Plan 
for the 2011-2015 strafford 
regional Comprehensive economic 
development. 
n Attract new public and private 
investments to the strafford region.  
n Assist university of new 
hampshire Wildcat and CoAst transit 
providers in development of transit 
routes and services.
n initiate first year of the sustainable 
Communities regional Planning grant 
tasks.
n Continue broadband planning and 
mapping activities.
n Complete a scenic byways Plan 
for route 108 through newmarket-
durham-madbury-dover-rollinsford.
n Continue transportation planning 
tasks in support of safe routes to 
school, safety, access management, 
park and rides, sidewalks, bike ways, 
and corridor studies.
srPC looks forward to working with the 
citizens and officials of durham in 2012. 
thank you for the opportunity to serve you 
and for your continuing support of regional 
planning.  Questions and comments can 
be referred to Cynthia Copeland, AiCP, 
executive director at cjc@strafford.org.  
Please visit the srPC website at www.
strafford.org. to begin receiving e bulletins 
from srPC, please go to the home page 
of the website noted above.  n




in 2010, the homemakers health 
services continued its commitment to 
improve the health and health care of the 
people and accomplished several positive 
transformations. 
in addition to consistently navigating all 
the changes in the health care field at 
county, state, and national levels, the 
homemakers also successfully navigated 
management and restructuring changes 
allowing for strong leadership in all 
aspects of its operations. these changes 
will allow the organization to continue to 
provide professional and compassionate 
home health, home support, and adult day 
care services despite the numerous and 
continuous changes in the health care field 
and particularly in home health care.
during both good and bad economic 
times certain the core values have 
sustained the homemakers health 
services, including:  compassion, teamwork, 
integrity, innovation, and excellence in the 
quality of health care provided.
since 1974 the mission at the 
homemakers has been to help older and 
disabled strafford County residents remain 
independent, in their own homes, and out 
of nursing homes. this is accomplished by 
providing professional, cost-effective, and 
quality home health, home support, and 
adult day care services.
Annually, the agency provides nearly 
$3 million worth of home health, home 
support, and adult medical day care 
visits to adults throughout strafford 
County. these visits include skilled nursing, 
physical and occupational therapy, infusion 
therapy, medical social work, home health 
aide, homemaker, adult in-home care, 
Alzheimer’s respite, and adult medical day 
care services. 
As health care professionals, the 
homemakers is committed to providing 
these services to all of those in need, 
regardless of a person’s ability to pay. it 
is through partnerships like the one the 
homemakers has had with the town of 
durham over the past several years that 
allows the homemakers health services 
to continue to successfully meet the 
critical home health, home support, and 
adult medical day care services to adults 
in within the community who do not have 
the ability to pay.
each year through annual fund-raisers, 
the homemakers has successfully raised 
nearly half of the cost for non-reimbursed 
services provided.  despite its success 
with such events, the cost of providing 
services for which the agency is either 
not reimbursed at all, or inadequately 
reimbursed by medicaid, continues to 
exceed the amounts raised through these 
events, and it is a continuous struggle to 
carry these losses.
despite these financial roadblocks, 
the homemakers has the drive, the 
compassion, the experienced professionals 
and paraprofessionals, the technologies, 
and the support personnel willing and 
able to provide the necessities of quality 
healthcare within the community. in 
addition, the homemakers will remain 
focused and competitive in its attempts to 
continue to offer the diversity of necessary 
health, home support, and adult day 
care services, which are unique to the 
homemakers health services and of such 
benefit to our community.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
n Provided 5,986 skilled health 
care visits throughout strafford 
County including nursing, physical 
and occupational therapy, medical 
social work, and home health aid and 
personal care service provider visits.
n Provided 21,952 home support 
visits including homemaker, in-home 
care provider, and Alzheimer’s respite 
visits. 
n Provided 42,490 hours of adult 
day care for older and disabled 
persons, as well as respite for their 
caregivers. through our day out day 
Care program, the homemakers also 
Since 1974 the mission at The Homemakers has been to help older and disabled Strafford County residents 
remain independent in their own homes—and out of nursing homes. This is accomplished by providing 
professional, cost-effective, and quality home health, home support, and adult day care services. Photo Courtesy 
of The Homemakers Health Services
ContinUed on next pAge
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provided 16,457 meals and 15,054 
rides to and from the program.
n offered numerous community-
wellness programs including flu clinics, 
Alzheimer’s educational seminars 
for caregivers, Friend-to-Friend, free 
Advance directives seminars, and 
facilitated a monthly Alzheimer’s 
support Group. 
n delivered more than 150 holiday 
food and gift baskets to elderly and/or 
disabled people throughout the county.
goAls FoR 2011:
it is the goal of the homemakers to be 
able to continue to provide the increasing 
number of older adults with the safe, 
comprehensive, reliable, and professional 
home health care, home support, and 
adult medical day care services they 
need to remain independent and in their 
own homes. As an organization, we work 
toward the fulfillment of our mission with 
dedication and teamwork. Above all, we 
will continue to value personal dignity, 
independence, and quality of life, and 
strive for excellence in the quality of the 
health care we provide.
to learn more about the homemakers 
health services, visit www.thehomemakers.
org.  n
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theresA wAlKer, Chair 
rAymond lAroChe, vice Chair 
JAmes bubAr, secretary
vinCent dell’ovA, treasurer 
John CArroll, bonnie mCdermott, 
dAvid Potter, KAren bishoP (Alternate), 
KArleen dell’ovA (Alternate), ellen 
KArelitZ (Alternate), Albert lAroChe 
(Alternate), suZAnne mACdonAld 
(Alternate)
the durham Agricultural Commission was 
established by the town Council on July 11, 
2011, at the request of several residents 
interested in the promotion and expansion 
of local agriculture and community 
gardens.  durham joins over two dozen 
new hampshire communities that have 
also established Agricultural Commissions; 
an expression of a growing desire for 
locally produced food and a stronger local 
farm economy.
the town Council charged the Agricultural 
Commission with the following tasks:
n survey and inventory all agricultural 
resources.
n Conduct activities to recognize, 
promote, enhance, and encourage 
agriculture, agricultural resources, 
and agricultural-based economic 
opportunities.
n Assist the Planning board, as 
requested, in the development and 
review of those sections of the master 
Plan which address agricultural 
resources.
n Advise, upon request, local agencies 
and other local boards in their review 
of requests on matters affecting or 
potential affecting agricultural resources.
n Coordinate activities with 
appropriate service organizations and 
nonprofit groups.
n Publicize and report its activities.
“Snowtober” chicken enjoying the snow that fell on Halloween!   Photo Courtesy of Bonnie McDermott
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the Commission is meeting monthly and 
is developing an inventory of community 
gardens and farming activity in town, 
on private and public land.  this activity 
includes food, fiber, and forest products, 
including the raising of horses, chickens, 
beef and dairy cattle, goats, sheep, buffalo, 
bees, and more.  the Commission is also 
reviewing local land use regulations and 
talking with town employees, boards 
and commissions about opportunities to 
expand garden and farming activity.  We 
will be actively participating in the town’s 
master Plan update in the coming months. 
Finally, the Agricultural Commission 
considers raising awareness and under-
standing about local agriculture and 
gardens a top priority and is working on 
a variety of programs designed to inform 
and educate residents.
For more information, or to notify the 
Commission about agricultural and 
gardening activities in town, contact 
theresa Walker at 659-7226 or email 




cRAig stevens,  
DcAt cooRDinAtoR
durham Cable Access television (dCAt) 
provides coverage of durham town 
Council, Zoning board of Adjustment, 
Planning board, economic development 
Committee, and oyster river Cooperative 
school district (orCsd) school board 
meetings as well as other town, school, 
and related programming.  
broadcast programming is produced by 
dCAt or orCsd and local residents as 
well as any other programming deemed 
interesting to the greater durham 
community.  dCAt also administers 
the Community bulletin board and 
community and public service-related 
announcements.  membership on the 
dCAt Governance Committee has been 
declining and meetings have been lightly 
attended. the Committee has not had a 
full quorum meeting in quite some time.  
the town’s dCAt Coordinator continues 
to work closely with the orCsd dCAt 
representative.
in 2012, new policies and procedures 
were passed by the dCAt Governance 
Committee. All dCAt policies and 
procedures are available for viewing on the 
dCAt page of the town’s web site, www.
ci.durham.nh.us.   
in order to keep up with today’s 
technology, dCAt and the town purchased 
a system that provides “on demand” 
programming and allows town meetings 
to be available for anytime viewing on 
one’s personal computer.  this can be 
done by going to the town’s web site 
and clicking the “dCAt 22 on demand” 
icon located on the left side of the page. 
town meetings can be viewed dating back 
to march of this year.  only meetings 
that were originally broadcast live are 
available for viewing.
the town’s current contract with Comcast 
expires in June 2012. the dCAt Contract 
negotiation Committee, consisting of 
dCAt committee members dianne 
thompson and earl (Chip) neal, the 
dCAt Coordinator, and Administrator have 
been working closely with attorney robert 
Ciandella of donahue, tucker & Ciandella 
to develop a renewal contract for cable 
services with Comcast. Changes are in 
store for dCAt Cable Channel 22 in the 
months following June 2012.  
the dCAt Coordinator is available by 
phone or email at dcat@ci.durham.nh.us 
or 868-5571.  n
DCAT Coordinator Craig Stevens working in the control room.   Photo Courtesy of DCAT




the durham energy Committee (deC) 
is charged with advising the town Council 
on ways to reduce energy use, develop 
alternative energy sources, and increase 
the economic security and energy 
independence of the town.  
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
the deC had a productive year. the 
cornerstone of its work since 2009 has 
been a new chapter for the master Plan 
that will reflect the community’s vision by 
directing the town toward the creation of 
a sustainable, energy efficient, and carbon-
neutral community. this chapter in turn will 
inform other master Plan chapters.
in January 2011, the town Council 
amended the building Construction 
chapter of the town Code by approving 
a proposal initiated by the deC with 
the help of tom Johnson, Zoning, Code 
enforcement, and health officer.  
durham thereby became one of the first 
jurisdictions in the nation to adopt the 
2012 edition of the  international energy 
Conservation Code (ieCC) building energy 
codes.
the deC continued its evaluation of 
the Property Assessed Clean energy 
(PACe) program. unfortunately, the new 
hampshire state legislature amended the 
enabling legislation to remove the financial 
guarantees that made PACe economically 
attractive to durham homeowners while 
fiscally safe for the town. the program for 
durham is currently tabled, but the town 
retains its status as an official “energy 
efficiency and clean energy district.”  the 
deC remains committed to finding funding 
mechanisms that can bring renewable 
energy within reach of the widest possible 
number of durham households.
in collaboration with the Planning 
board, the deC developed an “energy 
Considerations Checklist” designed to help 
developers, contractors, and homeowners 
focus more deliberately on energy 
efficiency through all stages of their project 
development.
the deC worked with the Administrator 
and revolution energy, an award-winning 
firm, to evaluate potential solar-powered 
options for heat and electricity at a 
half-dozen municipal facilities. this work 
continues.
other 2011 initiatives of the deC 
included advising the traffic safety 
Committee on experiments designed to 
make the school routes on madbury road 
from the Post office to the middle school 
more walkable and bikeable; conducting 
an inventory of energy consumption and 
carbon emissions from municipal facilities, 
operations and vehicles; reaching out to 
the library building Committee and to 
regional and state entities to support 
energy efficiency and conservation 
initiatives; and continuing to help educate 
the community about opportunities to 
reduce energy use, including coordinating 
with Public service of new hampshire to 
provide informational displays at durham 
day and the library.
goAls FoR 2012:
the deC will continue to seek ways to 
facilitate the reduction of fossil fuel use by 
leveraging the town energy inventory and 
by improving the walkability and bikeability 
of durham. it will advocate for a bicycle 
master Plan and for “Complete streets” 
planning. the deC will expand its outreach 
efforts through public discussions, surveys, 
and workshops on residential energy 





the mission of the durham economic 
development Committee (edC) 
is to foster the stabilization of the 
residential tax burden through 
thoughtful economic development 
that encourages diverse business, 
commercial, office, and research 
activities, maintains and creates 
jobs, creates a good mix of uses, 
and maintains the rural character of 
durham. When appropriate, the edC 
makes recommendations to the town 
Council as well as other boards and 
committees. 
the edC views its role as a catalyst for 
economic development, an advocate 
for local businesses, and a champion 
for innovation through the facilitation of 
research, ideas, and creativity.
durham is very fortunate to have 
the energy and dedication of edC 
members yusi turell, town Councilor Jim 
lawson, doug Clark, Ken Chadwick, 
ute luxem, and Planning board 
member Andrew Corrow focused on 
economic development in the year 
ahead.
thank you to susan Fuller for her many 
years of service to the edC and the 
Planning board. thank you also to sue 
lucius, who became the Committee’s 
official minute taker in 2011, as well 
as durham Cable Access television 
(dCAt) for its efforts to broadcast the 
Committee’s meetings.
the edC meets monthly, typically on 
the fourth monday unless the town 
Council is already scheduled. the 
Committee welcomes and encourages 
public participation at its meetings 
and activities. to learn more, contact 
edC Chair tom elliott at tom.elliott@
manyspears.com. 
ContinUed on next pAge
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2011 AccoMplisHMents:
Business visitation & retention 
Program – Compiled +70 business 
surveys and prepared a report on 
“state of business” in durham which 
was presented to town Council, 
durham business Association, and the 
public via dCAt and “Friday updates”.
tiF district – drafted a tax 
increment Financing (tiF) district for 
the downtown area. 
Master Plan updating – members 
contributed to a survey and visioning 
forum. Commercial Core & tax 
stabilization rewrites are underway.
Downtown Parking & Streetscape 
improvements – Catalyzed business-
friendly changes to the business Permit 
and downtown parking system.
Advocated for inclusion of improve-
ments on Pettee brook lane and 
Jenkins Court in the 2011 budget.
Zoning Changes to Encourage 
downtown redevelopment – 
Advocated for proposed amendments 
for the Commercial Core currently 
before Planning board.
Town-wide Market Study – sup-
ported a consultant in writing of the 
market study; led public release and 
promotion of findings and conclusions.
strafford county comprehensive 
Economic Development Strategy 
(CEDS) – Committee members 
participated in a public process to 
draft strafford County’s first Ceds 
document, including four potential 
public funding opportunities in support 
of durham’ redevelopment goals.
Investor, Developer, and 
Supporting Organization Outreach 
– extended durham’s profile and 
relationships with current and potential 
players in durham’s development, 
including banks, developers, business 
owners, and other economic 
development entities.
Additional town support for 
economic development & 
Planning – Advocated for additional 
resources in the Fy2012 budget for 
economic development, infrastructure, 
and planning.
goAls FoR 2012:
n Complete the Core & tax 
stabilization Chapters of master Plan 
updates.
n Create a downtown tiF district 
and plan for related infrastructure 
improvements.
n Write and implement a com-
prehensive economic development 
strategy.
n shepherd a potential “downtown 
tech” office space project through 
the town processes; partner with the 
university of new hampshire and 
private developers to accomplish 
groundbreaking in 2012.
n break ground on structured parking 
and additional retail space in the 
downtown/Commercial Core.
n return to two-way traffic on main 
street with improved walking and 





Following several years’ worth of work and 
unanimous support from all the lamprey 
river watershed towns, Governor John 
lynch signed hb 149 into law on June 
7, 2011. this resulted in the addition of 
the full river and five tributaries (north 
branch, Pawtuckaway, north, little, and 
Piscassic rivers) into the new hampshire 
rivers management and Protection 
Program (nhrmPP). the Committee will 
be expanded to include representatives 
from all fourteen towns in the lamprey’s 
drainage area. these representatives will 
create a single river advisory management 
plan to guide growth and decisions 
throughout the watershed. they will also 
have the opportunity to comment on all 
projects proposed for the river and its 
tributaries. inclusion of the river and five 
tributaries into the nhrmPP represents a 
solid recognition that all towns must share 
responsibility for the sound management 
of this valuable resource.
2011 AccoMplisHMents:
land Protection –  
n Provided expertise and funding 
to protect 670 acres of ecologically 
significant land along the river, bringing 
the total protected to 3917 acres. 
education and outreach – 
n distributed five lrAC produced 
dvds at no charge to lamprey towns.
n designed an improved a more 
user-friendly website for the public.
n hosted a symposium discussing 
flooding and land use issues and river 
erosion hazards.
n Partnered with students at oyster 
river high school to study local vernal 
pools. they presented their findings 
to the community at the end of the 
school year. 
n Funded three small grants to 1) 
educate landowners about their septic 
systems;  2) produce a dvd about 
the whole river ; and, 3) update the 
lamprey river Curriculum.
Wildlife and Ecology – 
n began program to monitor 
dragonfly populations along the river to 
assess environmental/water quality.
n Funded a study to inventory and 
assess floodplains along the river.
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n shared results of a mussel survey 
funded last year. several rare mussels 
that once thrived are now rare, but 
common mussels are still abundant and 
help to keep the river’s water clean. 
n Continued to fund a study of fish 
populations in the lamprey and its 
tributaries. 
History and Archaeology –  
n Provided support for submission to 
the state’s historic buildings program 
for the Glidden-towle house and 
Glidden house in lee. 
n Partnered with durham to create 
and install an informational kiosk at 
John hatch Park. 
recreation –  
n Completed work on the Wadleigh 
Falls canoe launch in lee. A kiosk and 
signs will follow. 
n Partnered with newmarket to 
create an informational kiosk for 
schanda Park.
n shared funding with the lee 
recreation Committee for the annual 
fish derby. 
Significant project reviews 
submitted to the state –  
n Wiswall fish ladder
n lamprey river instream Flow 
management Plan
goAls FoR 2012:
the lrAC plans to fund several small 
grants again in 2012. Partnering with the 
lamprey river Watershed Association and 
others, the lrAC will continue to support 
knotweed eradication efforts, research, 
volunteer water quality monitoring, 
recreation, and outreach efforts. recent 
scientific investigations show that nitrogen 
loading (coming mainly from run-off from 
the land and failed septic systems) are 
problems for the river and the Great bay 
estuary. the lrAC plans to continue to 
promote a watershed approach to the 
nitrogen pollution problems in Great bay 
in addition to more intensive outreach to 
the four towns represented in the Wild 




the rental housing Commission 
(rhC) was established in 1995 
to address concerns in residential 
neighborhoods regarding student 
tenants.  in the last five years, student 
rentals in family neighborhoods have 
increased significantly.   through the 
efforts of the rhC and the town 
Council some of the negative issues 
raised by durham citizens (noise, illegal 
parking, and trash) have been reduced. 
the one elusive problem that remains 
is the enforcement of no more than 
three unrelated persons occupying a 
residential neighborhood dwelling.  the 
rhC has had many lengthy discussions 
on how best to solve this problem.  it 
has been argued that adopting a new 
ordinance to register and inspect all 
non- owner-occupied rental properties 
would be an effective tool to help 
solve the problem.  this would ensure 
the health and safety of tenants 
and provide information to landlords 
regarding town restrictions.  
the town Council voted to ask durham’s 
state representatives to sponsor enabling 
legislation that would allow durham and 
other towns to enact registration and 
inspection procedures.  it was decided 
that there would not be enough support 
in the next session of the state senate to 
go forward with such legislation.  durham 
officials will continue to weigh the benefits 
of such an ordinance.
the one visible change to durham’s 
streets, due to rhC efforts this year, are 
neighborhood signs (see photo below) 
asking passersby to respect in-town 
family neighborhoods. these signs, 
designed by the durham Public Works 
department, were the brainchild of a 
university of new hampshire student 
representative on the rhC, whose 
supposition is that sometimes people 
need to be reminded where they are. the 
town and the university shared the cost 
to manufacture and install the signs.
the rhC needs one more neighborhood 
representative to fill up the roster.  
the Commission encourages all those 
who have been affected (positively or 
negatively) by student tenants to consider 
joining the Commission.  n
Faculty neighborhood sign asking passersby to respect in-town family neighborhoods.   Photo Courtesy of 
Dept. of Public Works
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biRtHs 2011
cHild’s nAme dAte oF BirtH PlAce oF BirtH PArent’s nAmes
Jose Alberto Alavera ------------------------------- January 28 ---------------------dover -------------------------- Jorge Alavera & maria Aguirre 
natalia tsintsuni negrete ----------------------- February 24 -------------------dover -------------------------- miguel negrete & mayra salcedo
sachin Weber --------------------------------------- march 10 ----------------------Portsmouth ------------------- thomas Weber & brinda ramaswamy
Jackson raymond donahue -------------------- may 24 -------------------------stratham ---------------------- Gregory & Amie donahue
hannah elizabeth Cheney --------------------- may 25 -------------------------dover -------------------------- Jesse & stephanie Cheney
Anyan yao -------------------------------------------- may 25 -------------------------dover -------------------------- Weike yao & Xiaowen song
Arman reza Carlsson ---------------------------- may 31 -------------------------dover -------------------------- Johan Carlsson & Fatemeh ebrahimi
Andrew John macneil ---------------------------- June 07 -------------------------Portsmouth ------------------- Christopher & erica macneil
samuel yixin li ------------------------------------- June 30 -------------------------exeter ------------------------- Jun li & Quan Zhang
bearnard david elliott --------------------------- July 06 --------------------------dover -------------------------- thomas elliott & Jennifer Flannery
benjamin owen Kim ----------------------------- July 08 --------------------------dover -------------------------- Arthur Kim & lyssa bayne-Kim
Charlotte Anne Keller ---------------------------- July 08 --------------------------dover -------------------------- Adam & Abigail Anne Keller
sadie Jean houle ---------------------------------- July 19 --------------------------dover -------------------------- James & Kristin houle
everett Glenn tardiff ------------------------------ october 22 --------------------dover -------------------------- matthew & rebecca tardiff
starla berneen melo bratt --------------------- november 04 -----------------dover -------------------------- ney melo & Jennifer bratt
Kilian Jameson melo bratt ---------------------- november 04 -----------------dover -------------------------- ney melo & Jennifer bratt
Charlotte Grace van ledtje -------------------- december 20 -----------------dover -------------------------- matthew van ledtje & Cynthia merrill
DeAtHs 2011
decedent’ss nAme dAte oF deAtH PlAce oF deAtH FAtHer’s nAme motHer’s mAiden nAme
roland brulotte ------------------------ January 08 ------------------ Portsmouth-------------- edward brulotte --------------- rebecca boucher
John mellyn sr -------------------------- January 16 ------------------ durham ------------------ hubert mellyn ------------------ eleanor Craven
roger hayden -------------------------- January 22 ------------------ dover --------------------- Arthur hayden ----------------- edith dermot
stella Whitehouse --------------------- February 01 ----------------- dover --------------------- herbert Whitehouse ---------- louie Chick
George romoser ----------------------- February 01 ----------------- durham ------------------ Carl romoser ------------------- Alva becker
ContinUed on next pAge
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helen donahue ------------------------ February 04 ----------------- dover --------------------- henry dolan -------------------- Julia roake
Pedro dealba --------------------------- February 20 ----------------- durham ------------------ Pedro dealba ------------------- otilia lopez
ruth blackstone ----------------------- march 04 -------------------- durham ------------------ reuben schandorff ------------ lillian nelson
howard tillinghast --------------------- march 13 -------------------- Portsmouth-------------- donald tillinghast -------------- dorothy Jordan
Julius slutzky ---------------------------- march 14 -------------------- dover --------------------- Charles slutzky ----------------- rose greenstein
Alice Crowley --------------------------- April 03 ---------------------- durham ------------------ John Cooke ---------------------- Alice Kardas
mohammed Khan -------------------- April 07 ---------------------- durham ------------------ mohammed Khan------------- Wahida begum
richard Cochran ----------------------- April 21 ---------------------- Portsmouth-------------- Albert Cochran ----------------- margaret bell
Johannes van hoorn ------------------ April 23 ---------------------- dover --------------------- egidius van hoorn ------------ Wilhelmina theeuwes
richard harding sr -------------------- April 30 ---------------------- durham ------------------ lester harding  ---------------- dorothy sturgis
david Paul ------------------------------- may 01 ----------------------- dover --------------------- george paul --------------------- louise hoffses
Alma tirrell ------------------------------ may 02 ----------------------- durham ------------------ Jacob brown --------------------- margaret betzing
Guiseppe Amato ----------------------- may 14 ----------------------- Portsmouth-------------- domenico Amato -------------- Carmela lombardo
hans heilbronner --------------------- June 06 ----------------------- durham ------------------ Alfred heilbronner ------------- helen liebschuetz
lorraine benning----------------------- July 19 ------------------------ durham ------------------ William Greeley ---------------- olive Gross
Francis Felix Jr -------------------------- August 05 ------------------- Portsmouth-------------- Francis Felix sr ----------------- mildred macCollum
nancy holt ------------------------------ August 30 ------------------- durham ------------------ John Fowler ---------------------- nettie edmunds
Kenneth moore ------------------------ september 04 -------------- durham ------------------ noyes moore ------------------- evangeline moore
Pierre boy -------------------------------- september 04 -------------- durham ------------------ donald boy ---------------------- lea pigeon
Charles Cheney ------------------------ october 12 ------------------ dover --------------------- robert Cheney ----------------- eugenia moran
Joan Pritchard -------------------------- october 17 ------------------ lee ------------------------ James tinley --------------------- Carolyn Gillette
ingrid shaw ------------------------------ october 21 ------------------ durham ------------------ ernst Gsottschneider --------- Johanna Gudella
elsa brodie ------------------------------ octover 26 ------------------ dover --------------------- edward sewell ------------------ ruth lord
margaret Audette --------------------- november 03 -------------- dover --------------------- Charles hall --------------------- bessie Westgate
margaret shea ------------------------- november 21 -------------- dover --------------------- burton martin ------------------ vivian seeman
susan Chase ---------------------------- november 24 -------------- durham ------------------ dean Freitag -------------------- dorothy hughes
MARRiAges 2011
    PlAce oF dAte oF
nAme residence nAme residence mArriAge mAriAge
sarah Keener -------------- durham --------------------- Will starkweather ------- somersworth -------------- durham -------------------February 12
Joanne m Crudele -------- durham --------------------- Peter m larimer --------- durham -------------------- durham -------------------may 15
miles C roberge ---------- durham --------------------- Courtney e smith -------- durham -------------------- durham ------------------- July 02
Zhexuan Zhang ---------- durham --------------------- yunjin sun ------------------ durham -------------------- durham ------------------- July 13
david s ieni ---------------- durham --------------------- eliza J slade --------------- durham -------------------- bretton Woods ---------- July 15
Carla p wiles -------------- durham --------------------- michael P stasko -------- durham -------------------- durham ------------------- July 24
Kevin W hanley ---------- durham --------------------- lisa sabella --------------- durham -------------------- durham -------------------August 06
ying huo -------------------- durham --------------------- tao wu --------------------- durham -------------------- durham -------------------August 09
Andre F brito -------------- durham --------------------- ellen Q Galvao ----------- durham -------------------- new Castle ---------------september 10
mary K Whittemore ----- durham --------------------- Alvaro reig balaguer --- durham -------------------- bedford --------------------september 24
racquel v rayes ---------- durham --------------------- Allen d drake ------------ durham -------------------- durham -------------------october 01
timothy d hartford ----- durham --------------------- Krystin r vasile ----------- durham -------------------- Portsmouth ---------------october 15
Christian l sells ----------- bridgeport, PA ------------- Jaclyn n sharbaugh ----- durham -------------------- durham -------------------november 19
shunfu hu ------------------ durham --------------------- yuanyuan Cui ------------- durham -------------------- durham -------------------november 26
ioannis Korkolis ----------- durham --------------------- masami otsubo --------- durham -------------------- durham -------------------december 14
decedent’ss nAme dAte oF deAtH PlAce oF deAtH FAtHer’s nAme motHer’s mAiden nAme
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Meeting DAtes FoR town boARDs, coMMittees, AnD coMMissions
(notices are posted on the bulletin board outside the town hall, the durham Public library, and on the town’s web site: www.ci.durham.nh.us.)
town Council ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------First and third mondays of each month at 7:00 Pm, town hall
Conservation Commission --------------------------------------------------------------------------second thursday of each month at 7:00 Pm, town hall
durham energy Committee ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------meets monthly, town hall
economic development Committee -------------------------------------------------------------- Fourth monday of each month at 7:00 Am, town hall
historic district Commission/heritage Commission ---------------------------------------------First thursday of each month at 7:00 Pm, town hall
Parks & recreation Committee ---------------------------------------------------------Fourth thursday of each month at 7:00 Pm, Parks & rec bldg.
Planning board ------------------------------------------------------------------------ second & fourth Wednesday of each month at 7:00 Pm, town hall
Zoning board of Adjustment ------------------------------------------------------------------------ second tuesday of each month at 7:00 Pm, town hall
town oFFice FUnctions
Town Office Hours ----------------------- Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
car Registration  -------------------------- Registration in month of birth. Renewal stickers and license plates can be 
------------------------------------------------ purchased at Town Clerk’s Office for an additional $2.50 per registration
car inspection  ---------------------------- Car must be inspected within ten (10) days of first registration in New 
Hampshire. After that, inspection is done in the registrant’s birth month. 
Residents may now register cars on-line by logging onto the town web site at: 
www.ci.durham.nh.us or www.eb2gov.com
Driver’s license ---------------------------- Application available at the Dover point Mv substation.
Dog Registration -------------------------- Due May 1st. Neutered Male/Spayed Female: $6.50. Unneutered Male or 
Unspayed Female: $9.00. Senior Citizen: $2.00
property taxes ----------------------------- Due july 1st and December 1st.
Resident/taxpayer permit sticker ------ Available at the Town Clerk-Tax Collector’s Office at the time of annual car 
registration. entitiles residents/taxpayers FRee use of the transfer station and 
an additional hour of parking in the existing downtown one-hour, non- 
metered spaces for a total of two hours.
water & sewer billings ------------------- issued every six (6) months.
voter Registration ------------------------- new voters can register with the supervisors of the checklist or the town 
Clerk. Proof of age, residence, and citizenship are required.
Marriage/civil Union licenses----------- Available through Town Clerk’s Office
lAnD AReA 
(2.2 miles of which is water surface) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25.5 sq. miles
Population (per 2010 census) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14,638
incorporated ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1732
durham’s Congressional district number  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
ResoURce inFoRMAtion
ContinUed on next pAge
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(Per $1,000 Assessed valuation) -------------------------------------- $28.20
town --------------------------------------------------------------------------- $07.57
school (local) --------------------------------------------------------------- $15.69
school (state) --------------------------------------------------------------- $02.33
County ------------------------------------------------------------------------ $02.61
net Assessed valuation  -----------------------------------$898,172,169.00
percentage of valuation  ------------------------------------------------- 100%*
* estimate of percent of valuation.
A list of all new property valuations in durham can be viewed 
on the town’s web site at: 
www.ci.durham.nh.us.
A copy of the listings may also be obtained at the town Asses-
sor’s office. residents may also call the Assessor’s office at 868-
8065 to request a hard copy, which will be printed and mailed 
at no cost to taxpayers.
town tAX RAte
MiscellAneoUs
Public Hearings & Public Forums:  notices for public hearings & public forums are published in the legal notice section of the 
Foster’s daily democrat, on the bulletin board outside of town hall, the durham Public library, and on the town’s web site: www.
ci.durham.nh.us.
Solid Waste Transfer Station & Recycling Center:  located on durham Point road. hours of operation: tuesday and saturday, 7:30 
a.m-3:15 p.m. 
Bulky Waste Coupons and Electronic/Appliance Stickers:  may be obtained at the Public Works department at 100 stone Quarry 
drive, between the hours of 8:00 Am and 12:00 noon, and 12:30 to 4:30 Pm, monday through Friday. 868-5578
A Resident/Taxpayer Permit Sticker:  is available at the time of annual car registration at the town Clerk-tax Collector’s office 
located at the town hall, 15 newmarket road. this sticker entitles residents/taxpayers to Free use of the transfer station and two-hour 
parking in existing downtown one-hour, non-metered spaces.
tax exemptions:  For information regarding elderly, veteran’s, blind, solar energy, totally disabled and physically handicapped exemp-
tions, or current use taxation, please contact the tax Assessor at 868-8065.
telepHone DiRectoRy
durham Web site: www.ci.durham.nh.us
emergency numBers
Fire/Police/Rescue Emergency = 9-1-1 -------------------------- Fire/Police/Rescue Emergency from uNH campus only = *9-1-1
MUnicipAl oFFices
nAme --------------------------- title --------------------------------------------------------------- PHone ------------------ext -----------  FAx ------------------e-mAil
AdministrAtion, 15 Newmarket Road   Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
todd i. selig ------------- town Administrator ------------------------------868-5571 ---------133 --------868-5572 ----- tselig@ci.durham.nh.us
Jennie berry ------------ Admin. Assistant ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 129 ------------- jberry@ci.durham.nh.us
Craig stevens ---------- dCAt Coordinator ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 114 ------------- cstevens@ci.durham.nh.us
ASSESSING, 15 Newmarket Road   Hours:  8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
robert dix -------------- Assessor's office ---------------------------------868-8065 ---------118 --------868-8033
BuSINESS/FINANCE, 15 Newmarket Road    Hours:  8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Gail Jablonski ---------- business manager -------------------------------868-8043 ---------138 --------868-5572 ----- gjablonski@ci.durham.nh.us
lisa beaudoin --------- Administrative Assistant ------------------------------------------------116 ---------------------------- lbeaudoin@ci.durham.nh.us
barbara ross ---------- staff Accountant ---------------------------------------------------------115 ---------------------------- bross@ci.durham.nh.us
luke vincent ----------- info technology manager ----------------------------------------------132 ---------------------------- lvincent@ci.durham.nh.us
FIRE DEPARTMENT, 51 College Road   Hours:  7:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
Corey landry ---------- Fire Chief -------------------------------------------868-5531 ------------------------  862-1513 ---- clandry@ci.durham.nh.us
Jason Cleary ------------ deputy Fire Chief ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- jcleary@ci.durham.nh.us
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steven mcCusker ----- deputy Chief of Fire Prevention & safety ----------------------------------------------------------- smccusker@ci.durham.nh.us
melissa perusse ------- Administrative Assistant ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- mperusse@ci.durham.nh.us
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT, 2 Dover Road   Hours:  Mon, Tue, & Thurs
sandra devins --------- director ---------------------------------------------817-4074 -------------------------------------------- sdevins@ci.durham.nh.us
PLANNING & COMMuNITy DEVELOPMENT, 15 Newmarket Road   Hours:  8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
James Campbell ------ director ---------------------------------------------868-8064 ---------121 --------868-8033 ----- jcampbell@ci.durham.nh.us
Karen edwards -------- Administrative Assistant ------------------------------------------------117 ---------------------------- kedwards@ci.durham.nh.us
POLICE DEPARTMENT, 86 Dover Road   Hours:  8:30 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
david Kurz ------------- Police Chief ----------------------------------------868-2324 ------------------------868-8037 ----- dkurz@ci.durham.nh.us
rene Kelley ------------- deputy Chief ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- rkelley@ci.durham.nh.us
Jennifer Johnson ------- Administrative Assistant ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- jjohnson@ci.durham.nh.us
dawn mitchell --------- Administrative Assistant ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- dmitchell@ci.durham.nh.us
PuBLIC WORKS, 100 Stone Quarry Road   Hours:  8:00 AM-4:30 PM, Mon-Fri
mike lynch ------------- director ---------------------------------------------868-5578 ------------------------868-8063 ----- mlynch@ci.durham.nh.us
david Cedarholm ----- town engineer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  dcedarholm@ci.durham.nh.us
Janice hoglund -------- Assistant to Public Works dir. --------------------------------------------------------------------------- jhoglund@ci.durham.nh.us
April talon --------------- Assistant town engineer ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- atalon@ci.durham.nh.us
SOLID WASTE DIVISION, 100 Durham Point Road   Hours:  7:30 AM-3:15 PM, Tue & Sat
doug bullen ------------ opns director-------------------------------------868-5578 ---------142 ---------------------------- dbullen@ci.durham.nh.us
TAx COLLECTOR/TOWN CLERK, 15 Newmarket Road   Hours:  8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
lorrie pitt --------------- tn Clerk/tax Col. ---------------------------------868-5577 ---------135 --------868-8033 ----- lpitt@ci.durham.nh.us
barbara landgraf ----- deputy town Clerk ------------------------------------------------------137 ---------------------------- blandgraf@ci.durham.nh.us
donna hamel --------- Administrative Assistant ------------------------------------------------136 ---------------------------- dhamel@ci.durham.nh.us
WASTEWATER, Route 4   Hours:  7:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
daniel peterson ------- superintendent -----------------------------------868-2274 ------------------------868-5005 ----- dpeterson@ci.durham.nh.us
WATER DIVISION, 100 Durham Point Road   Hours:  8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
doug bullen ------------ opns director-------------------------------------868-5578 ------------------------868-8063 ----- dbullen@ci.durham.nh.us
ZONING & CODE ENFORCEMENT, 15 Newmarket Road   Hours:  8:00 AM-5:00 PM, Mon-Fri
thomas Johnson ------ Zoning officer ------------------------------------868-8064 ---------119 --------868-8033 ----- tjohnson@ci.durham.nh.us
churchill Rink at jackson's landing ---------------- 868-3907
oyster river school district:
superintendent of schools ------------------------- 868-5100
Moharimet elem school ---------------------------- 742-2900
Mast way elem school ------------------------------ 659-3001
Middle school ----------------------------------------- 868-2820
High school ------------------------------------------- 868-2375
Oyster River Youth Association Office ----------- 868-5150
Durham Post Office --------------------------------- 868-2151
Durham public library ------------------------------ 868-6699
Historic Museum ------------------------------------- 868-5436
nH Fish & game ------------------------------------- 868-1095
otHeR coMMonly UseD nUMbeRs 
ContinUed on next pAge
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stAte AnD U.s. RepResentAtives
goveRnoR
The Honorable John Lynch
office of the Governor





Senator Kelly Ayotte (R)




188 russell senate office building
Washington, nh 20501
office: --------------------------------------------202-224-3324
Senator Jeanne Shaheen (D) 
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NOTICE
if you own real estate lots that were  
involuntarily merged by municipal action,  
you may be able to have those lots  
restored to their pre-merger status.
your property may qualify if two or more lots were merged for zoning,  
assessing, or taxation purposes and the merger occurred:
n During your ownership, without your consent; or
n Prior to your ownership, if no previous owner  
 consented to the merger.
To restore your property to pre-merger status, you must:
n Make a request to the local governing body
n No later than December 31, 2016.
once restored:
n your properties will once again become separate lots;  
 however, they must still conform to applicable land use  
 ordinances.  restoration does not cure non-conformity.
this notice must be:
n osted continuously in a public place from January 1, 2012  
 until december 31, 2016, and
n Published in the 2011 through 2015 Annual report.
read the full statute at rsA 674:39-aa restoration of involuntarily 
Merged Lots which may be found at the State of New Hampshire 
web site, www.nh.gov, “laws and Rules”, “State Statutes Online”
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2011 geneRAl FUnD eXpenDitURes (UnAUDiteD)
2012 AppRoveD geneRAl FUnD AppRopRiAtions
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2011 geneRAl FUnD RevenUes (UnAUDiteD)
2012 AnticipAteD geneRAl FUnD RevenUes
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coMbineD FunDs sTaTeMenT Fy 2011 buDGeT To esTiMaTeD
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pRopeRty tAX RAte bReAkDown FoR 2011
pRopeRty tAX RAte coMpARison 2007-2011
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tAX vAlUAtion bReAkDown FoR 2011
net tAXAble vAlUAtion 2007-2011
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vAlUAtion FigURes 2007-2011 Ms-1 sUMMARy 2011
total taxable land ------------------------------------------------- $284,523,266
total taxable buildings -------------------------------------------- $604,691,047
total taxable Public utilities ------------------------------------- $112,718,630
valuation before exemptions ----------------------------------- $901,932,943
total dollar Amount of exemptions --------------------------- $003,760,774
net valuation on which local tax rate is computed ------ $898,172,169
tax Credits: total veterans’ exemptions ---------------------- $0000,68,200
 Percent  taxable  
  year of valuation valuation
2011 ---------------100% ------------$898,172,169 
2010 ---------------106% ------------$896,028,866
2009 ------------- 102.7% -----------$895,039,219
2008 -------------- 98.5% ------------$886,671,149
2007 --------------- 92% -------------$815,112,018
*estimate of percent of valuation
  local school state 
 year town district school county total
2011 ---------------------$07.57 -------------------- $15.69 --------------------- $02.33 ------------------$02.26 ------------------ $28.20 
2010 ------------------------ 7.12 ----------------------15.43 ------------------------- 2.19 --------------------- 2.54 --------------------27.28
2009 ------------------------ 6.52 ----------------------16.11 ------------------------- 2.07 --------------------- 2.30 --------------------27.00
2008 ------------------------ 6.52 ----------------------15.74 -------------------------2.26 --------------------- 2.15 --------------------26.67
2007 ------------------------ 6.90 ----------------------16.55 ------------------------- 2.52 --------------------- 2.27 --------------------28.24
tAX RAte in DURHAM 2007 – 2011
inventoRy oF town pRopeRty
street name description tax map id# Assessed valuation 
*
vAlUAtion, tAX HistoRy, AnD inventoRy
bagdad road ------------------------------ stolworthy Wildlife sanctuary ---------------- 03-02-06 & 14 ----------------$0008,700
beech hill road -------------------------- Water tank site ---------------------------------- 09-26-00 (99-300-0)----------- 213,000
bennett road ------------------------------ doe Farm ------------------------------------------ 18-01-03 --------------------------- 272,100
Coe drive ----------------------------------- beard’s Creek scenic easement ------------ 04-20-11 ------------------easements only
dame road -------------------------------- Willey Property ----------------------------------- 19-06-05 -----------------------------18,300
dame road -------------------------------- Westerly side ------------------------------------- 18-27-00 -----------------------------63,000
davis Avenue ------------------------------ Conservation easements ---------------------- 1-4-1...1-4-6 --------------easements only
depot road -------------------------------- Former Commercial Property ---------------- 1-1 & 1-1-1 ------------------------ 178,000
dover road -------------------------------- Police Facility -------------------------------------- 11-4-1 ------------------------------- 642,900
dover road -------------------------------- sewer Pumping station ------------------------ 11-11-00 --------------------------- 194,100
durham Point road --------------------- solid Waste management Facility ---------- 16-01-03 --------------------------- 393,200
durham Point road (off) ---------------- Conservation land ------------------------------ 11-36-02 --------------------------- 162,000
durham Point road (off) ---------------- Conservation land ------------------------------ 16-03-02 ----------------------------- 11,500
durham Point road (and sunnyside dr.) -- scenic easements ------------------------------- 15-15-08 ------------------easements only
Fogg drive ---------------------------------- Father lawless Park ---------------------------- 07-03-00 --------------------------- 158,500
Foss Farm road --------------------------- Water standpipe -------------------------------- 99-300-00 -----------------------1,020,000
Foss Farm road --------------------------- Woodlot -------------------------------------------- 06-01-13A -----------------------------2,700
Ffrost drive --------------------------------- vacant land --------------------------------------- 8-1-73 & 75 ----------------------- 100,000
littlehale road/us4 --------------------- vacant lot ----------------------------------------- 10-21-00 -------------------------------9,900
longmarsh road ------------------------- Colby marsh/beaver brook Conservation ----- 16-27-00 -----------------------------64,100
longmarsh road ------------------------- langmaid Farm/adjacent to beaver brook ---- 16-06-01 & 02 ------------------- 170.100
ContinUed on next pAge
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main street--------------------------------- Grange hall/davis memorial building ----- 05-01-05 --------------------------- 503,600
mill Pond road ---------------------------- mill Pond road Park ---------------------------- 05-07-00 ----------------------------- 14,700
mill Pond road ---------------------------- smith Chapel ------------------------------------- 06-14-00 --------------------------- 141,500
mill road------------------------------------ vacant land --------------------------------------- 06-01-02 ----------------------------- 57,500
mill road------------------------------------ vacant land --------------------------------------- 06-01-05 -----------------------------43,300
mill road & main st. -------------------- strip of Park land at shopping Center --------------------------------------easement only
newmarket road ------------------------ district Court and museum ------------------ 05-04-12 --------------------------- 278,100
newmarket road ------------------------ easterly side -------------------------------------- 06-12-14 -------------------------------5,000
newmarket road ------------------------ mill Pond dam ----------------------------------- 05-03-03 ----------------------------- 11,900
newmarket road ------------------------ town offices -------------------------------------- 05-04-11 --------------------------- 713,800
newmarket road ------------------------ sullivan monument ------------------------------ 06-11-00 --------------------------- 140,000
main street--------------------------------- Cemetery ------------------------------------------ 09-24-00 --------------------------- 106,700
old Concord road ----------------------- sewer Pumping station ------------------------ 99-300-00 ------------------------- 297,000
old landing road ------------------------ town landing ------------------------------------- 05-05-14 (incl 5-5-13) -----------82,500
old landing road ------------------------ town landing Footbridge ---------------------- 05-06-06 --------------------------- 159,400
orchard drive ----------------------------- scenic easements ------------------------------- 6-2-22...6-2-25 -----------easements only
oyster river -------------------------------- Access easement ------------------------------------------------------------------easement only
oyster river road ------------------------ sewer Pumping station ------------------------ 99-300-00 ------------------------- 100,000
Packers Falls road ----------------------- lord Property ------------------------------------- 17-55-01 -----------------------------64,400
Packers Falls road ----------------------- spruce hole Conservation Area ------------- 13-13-05 -----------------------------26,800
Packers Falls road ----------------------- Abutting spruce hole -------------------------- 13-13-01 -------------------------- 416 Cu*
Pettee brook lane ----------------------- town Parking lot - multiple Parcels -------- 2-15-0, 1 ---------------------------- 481,800
Piscataqua road -------------------------- thatch bed ---------------------------------------- 11-31-31 --------------------------- 151,700
Piscataqua road -------------------------- Wagon hill Farm -------------------------------- 12-08 - 01 & 02 ----------607,720 Cu*
Piscataqua road -------------------------- Jackson’s landing -------------------------------- 11-11-03 & 04 ------------------- 920,300
Piscataqua road -------------------------- W. Arthur Grant Circle -------------------------- 11-27-0 ----------------------------- 463,500
Piscataqua road -------------------------- near Jackson’s landing ------------------------ 11-09-02 --------------------------- 105,700
Piscataqua road -------------------------- sewer treatment Plant ------------------------- 11-09-05 -------------------------7,261,300
Piscataqua road -------------------------- Quarry lot - Part of treatment Plant ------ 11-09-05 ------------------- included above
schoolhouse lane ------------------------ Cemetery (owned by heirs, town maintained) ----- 05-05-12 -----------------------------79,600
simons lane ------------------------------- two small lots ----------------------------------- 18-11 - 13 & 14 ------------------- 21,000
simons lane ------------------------------- vacant land --------------------------------------- 18-11-06 ----------------------------- 51,700
stone Quarry drive ---------------------- Public Works site -------------------------------- 11-12-0 ----------------------------- 773,500
technology drive -------------------------- Water booster station ------------------------- 99-300-00 --------------------------- 90,000
Williams Way ------------------------------ boat landing lot -------------------------------- 11-23-04 ----------------------------- 45,700
Wiswall road ------------------------------ Wiswall dam site ------------------------------- 17-7-0 ------------------------------- 111,000
Wiswall road ------------------------------ vacant land --------------------------------------- 17-11-00 -------------------------- 972 Cu*
Woodridge road-------------------------- lot 55 ----------------------------------------------- 07-01-55 -----------------------------85,600
lee Five Corners, lee -------------------- vacant ---------------------------------------------- lee 6-7-0700 -----------------------73,400
Garrity road, lee ------------------------- Gravel Pit ------------------------------------------- lee 9-03-00 ---------------------------2,045
Packers Falls road, lee ----------------- Gravel Pit ------------------------------------------- lee 15-1-0900 ------------------- 254,109
snell road, lee ---------------------------- Water Pump house ---------------------------- lee 5-6-0100 --------------------- 129,500
snell road, lee ---------------------------- vacant ---------------------------------------------- lee 5-6 ------------------------------ 230,100
Garrity road, lee ------------------------- vacant ---------------------------------------------- lee 9-3-0100 -----------------------93,200
street name description tax map id# Assessed valuation 
